




UPGRADEFOR
MCS® BASIC-52
Vl.l
(Part 1)
The 8052AH-BASIC trom Intel is a versatile
microcontroller with a powerful BASIC
interpreter lurking in its on-board
mask-programmed ROM. The authors,
having worked with this IC tor so me time,
discovered certain tlaws in the BASIC
interpreter, and set out to produce a
better, taster version that can be run trom
EPROM.

by Dusan Mudric and Zoran
Stojsavljevic

ADDR CODE I NSTRUCTI ON

19F2H 752M! ~OV 2AH,te0H '0~0T
19F5H 71C8 ACALL !8eBH
19F7H 7F04 MOV R7,!04H '004T
19F9H 7nE MOV Rl,12EH 'i4bT
19FBH 749E MOV A,19EH +159T
19FOH C3 CLR C
19FEH 9C SUSS A,R4
19FFH 04 DA A
lA00H CC ICH A,R4
lA01H 7001 JNZ lA04H i I , 03H
lA03H Fe MOV R4,A
lA04H B45000 CJNE A,150H,IA07H i '080T I + eJH
lA07H 302318 JNB 23H,!A22H i I' 1St!
lA0AH B3 CPL C
lA0BH5119 ACALL IAI9H
lA0DH 5008 JNC lA17H I t 0AH
lA0FH 052A [NC 2AH

910128·12

To be able to make changes to the MCS-
52 BASIC interpreter in the 8052AH·

BASIC microcontroller, it is necessary to first
unload it from the Je. This is done basically
as described in an earlier article on the MCS
BASIC·52 Interpreter, Ref. 1. The result 01
reading the 8~KByte ROM is a file in Intel-
Hex format that contains the machine code
01 the MCS BASIC·52 Interpreter (version
1.1).

MCS BASIC~52 (Rel. 3), extracted from
the 8052AH~BASIC Vl.1 microcontroller,
was disassernbled and texts, tables and con-
stants were extracted in order to produce an
assembler version of the Interpreter. The size
of this assembler file was approxirnately
4,000 lines. Studying the program, we found
that the operanon of the interpreter could be
improved by rewriting certain lines of as-
sembler code. Subsequently, a number of al-
gorithms were developed and substituted
for theones originally implemented by InteL
Furthermore. errors found in a number of Fig. 1. Original tloatlnq-polnt nucleus In the MCSBASIC·52interpreter.
routines were corrected.

Floating point nucleus
One of the routines in the BASIC Interpreter
found to contain programming errors is the
floating-point arithmetic nucleus. The errors
can be demonstrated by running two small
programs:

10 a=.10000001E30
20 b=.99999993E29
30 ?a-b

The result, 2.74E22, is erroneous, and should
be 1.7E22. Similarly,

10 a=.10000001E30
20 b=.99999997E29
30 "a-b

produces 1.34E22 instead 01 1.3E22.
The disassembly listing 01 the original

floating point nuc1eus developed by Intel is
given in Pig-t. and the version developed by
the authors in Fig. 2. When implemented in
the BASIC Interpreter. the nucleus shown in
Hg. 2 produces the correct answers to the
above subtractions.

Other corrections
Further improvernents were made to the
hex-to-BCD conversion routine, both in re-
gard of efficien t programming and speed.
For exemple, two approaches are possible
for extracting BCD digits a, b, c, d, and e in

xyzwH = aD'10000D+ bD'1000D+ cD'100D
+ dD'lOD + eD'1 D

These possibilities are:
1. successive extraction of BCD digits

starting with the most significant digit, a;
2. successive extraction of BCD digits

starting with the least significant digit, e.

If the original version of the hex-to-BCD con-
verter is studied, it is seen that the first pro-
cedure is ernployed. The DPTR is used as a
'weighted register', and the procedure is
based on finding a suitably weighted sub-
traction nurnber frorn a variable value.
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UPGRADE FOR MCS BASIC-52 V1.1 (Part I)

ADDR CODE

19F~ 7S2AU
ms 7!::B
19F? 7F84
19~9 H~E

!Qf~ ,m
mo C3
: 9FE qc
:9FF N
lAII~ ce
lAat J~2JIE
tfl.1I4 a4sm
!M? .0~
j~ge 011
lA2~ U

1AfA S3
:A9E s: l~'
lA~C ~m
!A~E 0S2A

INSTIIUCT!ON

57\12
51113
57tl4
S1t5
57i1b
sm
szes
sm
sm
S?ll
5712
5713
5714
sm
5716

!!OV FP-'!Sa-l! U~
~CAlL SHIFT_R!6HT
~<l'J i!7,ILENJ1TE
!'!cy rn, IFrjsa

; preparatJon 01 l'qu~j upcr.ents

:fPW'UPUPHPEFPEHEfPEfPEfF'HPEn'EFPEFPEFPEfPW'EFPEFPEFPEH'EFPHf'EFPE

~lOlHIN6 POJ:~T ERRllRS, FOU~O B'f D.f'lUDRIC AND l.srOJSAVlJEY!C

'0\' A,t9EH :ERROR NUi'lBEII 11

; VALUE I~ R4 f'!\JST B~ COf'lPLE!IENTED '!11TH Hl0D !19f1I!I, IT ~UST BE THE
; F;F;ST COnPlE!IEJlT

57i7

CLFt C
511SB ~,R4

" .
leH A,A4
JNl 1+3
~OV R4,Asm

5719
572t1
5721
sm
572-3
5724
5725

ERROR NU~8ER 12

I/]TX SUBSTRAc:JON, AFTER REDUC\NS 80TH iHE ~IN!.IE/ID A~O THE
SUBTRAHE~~ TO lHE SA~E W'O~ENTS, WHEN R~ \) 01 IT 15 OSVlOU5
THAT ONE AUIAVS HAS TO !'\AKt A HORROWIN6 FRO~ THE F:m H!GHER
posn:aN OF THE I'IINUEND1 NOT AS lT 15 STATED SV THE OP.ISINAL
\IllERE IT IS MD~ OIILY WHEN R~ =} 5eH

CJNE A,i5~H,H3
JNB FRESER,FP JUBB

; deat ~ith roundlng
j tes t for subtr~chon utenuen tc {.nyl

513: ; FmPEf ~EF PEFrEFP[F PEFf'EFPEFPt:F PEFPEFPEFPEFPEFPEFf'EFP~m F~EFPE FPE~f'fFPE

; PROPER ROUNO!ti!J, DEVEUIPED BY D,~UDR!C

MOV ~, I9AH
CLR C
SUBB A,Q4
DA •
(eH A,R4

m FRESER,H' _SUFF
CJNE A,t5gH,Hb
~B 0,0,0

5HJ
57H

CPL C
ACKL ADD_·.mISS~
JNC J~~_COPY)O_TOS
,Ne FP_~SP-!

910128 ·13

Fig. 2. Assembly listing of the improved ttoatrnq-potnt nucleus.

OLO:

1080 OE " 02 06 9F 12 0' 73 7B 00 79 07 '3 11 I' 12
\090 05 60 12 19 '3 12 OE '5 '3 B9 00 00 40 22 '3 '0
19FO 7F 0' 75 2A 00 71 eB 7F 04 79 2' 74 9' e3 ge 04
IAOO ee 70 01 Fe B4 50 00 30 23 IB B3 51 19 50 OB 05

lFOO E4 3B FB 22 E4 90 27 10 FI 21 90 03 '8 F1 21 90
lFIO 00 64 FI 21 90 00 DA F1 21 90 00 01 Fl 21 60 20
lF20 22 7E FF OE CA B5 83 00 CA 40 12 C8 95 82 C8 CA
IF30 95 83 CA 50 EE C8 25 82 C8 CA 35 83 CA 4E 60 EO
IF40 74 30 2E 8B AO F3 09 B9 00 01 08 22, D1 Al Al 36

NEW·

1080 OE A5 02 06 9F 12 05 73 7B 00 79 07 A3 12 05 6D
1090 12 19 A3 00 00 00 00 00 00 B9 OD 00 40 22 A3 EO

19FO 7F DA 75 2A 00 71 C8 7F 04 79 2E 74 9A C3 9C 04
lAOO ce 30 23 1E 84 50 03 00 00 00 83 51 19 50 oa os

tFOO E4 3B FB 22 7D 00 EA 15 FO DA 84 FA E8 54 FO 45
IFIO FO C4 75 FO DA 84 C4 FE E8 54 OF C4 45 FO C4 75
lF20 FO DA 84 4E F8 ES FO 24 30 OD CO EO EA 48 70 .D6
IFJO DO EO 8B AO F3 09 B9 00 01 OB DU F4 22 00 00 00
IF40 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 D1 Al Al 36

910128 ·11
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The second procedure is based on suc-
cessive division of the variable value by 10,
where, with each division, one BeD digit ap-
pears as the remainder.

By sirnplifying the conversion to suc-
cessive division-by-lO, the original code of
72 bytes is reduced to 57 bytes. The im-
proved hex-to-Br'D converter no Ionger re-
quires the DPTR contents to be stored,
returned and incremented after the conver-
sion is finished. As a result, it is faster than
the original converter irnplemented by Intel.
Table ] shows a few 'bench-rnark' ex-
amples.

Table 1_Hex-to-decimal conver-
sion time

P (hex)
0000
0009
4000
EA5F

P (dec)
0000
0009
16384
59999

told (ms)
141
276
507
820

toew (ms)

56
56
268
268

Action!
If you are interested in the i.mprovements
made to the MCS BASIC-52 interpreter as
described here, unload the Interpreter from a
8052AH-BASIC, modify it, put itback into an
EPROM and run it either with an 80C32, or
as a turnkey-EPROM with an 8052AH-
BASIC. All this is pretty straightforward and
described at length in Refs. 1 and 2. First,
copy the interpreter into an EPROM. Next,
use the OLDfunction of the EPROM pro-
grammer on the BASIC computer (Refs. 4, 5)
to make sure that an exact copy is available.
Then load the contents of the EPROM into an
EPROM programmer, and use the edit func-
tion to make the changes indicated in Fig. 3.
Ftnally, program a new EPROM with the
modified BASIC interpreter. The EPROM
used may be a 27C64, a 27C128 or a 27C256.
Altematively, you may want to use an EE-
PROM Type 2864A. 0

References:
1. "CMOS replacement for 8052AH-BASIC",
Elektor Electronics January 1990.
2. "ROM-copy for 8052 BASIC computer".
3. "MCS BASIC-52 Users Manual", Intel
Corp.. 1986.
4. "BASIC computer", Elektor Electronics
November 1987.
5. "8032/8052 Single-board computer".
Elektor Electronics May 1991.
® MCS BASIC-52 is a registered trademark
of Intel Corp.

Fig. 3. Overview of address locations 10 be
modified in the 8-KByte interpreter. Remem-
ber, you can not overwrite data just like that
in an EPROM-a 0 will remain aOunlessyou
erasethe EPROMusing uttra-vlctet light. The
modified version of 1he interpreter must,
theretore, be loaded in a blank EPROM.



The contents of this article are based solelyon information obtained from the author
and do not imply practical experience by Elektor Electronics.

DESIGN IDEAS

AUDIO SPECTRUM SHIFT TECHNIQUES

Although spectrum shift
and spectrum inversion
have been known for quite
some time as a means of
protecting voice links
mainly over the telephone,
little has been written on
the design and operation
of the electronics involved.
This article aims at offering
you a design base and two
practical circuits to start
experimenting with an
interesting form of
analogue audio scrambling
and descrambling which
may be used to, say, personalize a voice link cassette mall, telephone, wireless
babysitter, etc.). Remarkably, you will not be able to tell the difference between the
encoder and the decoder until you compare the two units and spot a couple of
components with different values.

by c. White Halfoat

ONE rnay wand er why analogue audio
scrambling is still used when digital en-

coding systems are relatively simple to im-
plement whilst offering a good degree of
security. The reason is simple: digitized
audio data requires a bandwidth which is
greater than that of the analogue source sig-
nal. Thus. where a limited bandwidth is
available to convey an audio signal- say,
3 kHz for voice signals. and 15 kHz for
music signals - digital encoding is sfmply
out of the quesrton. and different means
must be sought to protect the information as
it is conveyed from the transmitter to the
licensed receiver.

Encoding principle
An all-analogue encoding system is de-
scribed that renders an audio signal totally
unintelligible by shifting the entire spectrum

between 50 Hz and about 10 kHz by 1 to
2 kHz within the existing channel. When the
shift is 1 kl-iz, a source signal of 50 Hz is
shilted to 1,050 Hz, while a source signal 01
10 kHz is shifted to 11 kHz. In this system,
the frequency range below 1,050 Hz is, in
principle, empty after encoding. The shift
operation is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 1a. Figure Ib shows an alternative ver-
sion, where the audio spectrum Is addition-
ally mirrored around a certain frequency.
Both encoding systems yield a new audio
signal that is virtually unintelligible, with
speech pauses and stress on utterances (i.e.,
volume variations) as practlcally the only
recognizable features (in fact, we have heard
such scrarnbled stgnals described as the
sound of "n lot of sqllabbling chipmunks").

Each of the two encoding systems de-
scribed by Ftgs. 1a and Ib has its advantages
and disadvantages. The second system
(Fig. 1b) is simple to reaJize both at the trans-
mitter and the receiver. However, when ap-
plied to an FM (frequency modulation)

A

L--r-.....-................~
" "1
,-
,

,-

1234567 8 9 10 11

----+- f 1kHz]
A

t : -_-=.- ---:::.:.- _ =-~=_..,I
'-I-=======~,

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

----+- f [kH~l

Fig. 1. Principle of spectrum shift (upper
drawing) and spectrum inversion (Iower
drawing). Both techniques are used to
scramble audio signals conveyed over air,
via cables or magneticmedia.
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communication link, the signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio at the receiver side suffers be-
cause the shifted audio signal contains more
high-frequency components than the orig-
inal (source-) signel. By contrast, when the
firsr encoding system (Fig. Ja) is applied, the
bulk of the intelligence is carried by compo-
nents in the lower part of the spectrum, so
that 5/N degrading will not occur (in fact,
there is psychoacoustic evidence that most
information in speech and music is con-
tained in the frequency range from 300 Hz to
1,000 Hz).

The system whose spectrurn is shown in
Fig. 1a yields almost unintelligible outpur
stgnals. and Is not easy to decode. The de-
codtng process required to restore the signal
to its original speerrum can be subdivided
into a number of operations as iIlustrated in
Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2a, the first function
of the decoder is to limit the bandwidth of
the encoded signal, i.e., to fit this into a fre-
quency range frcm 500 Hz to 10 kHz. The fil-
ter slope at the high end of the spectrum
prevents intermodulation products being
genera ted in the decoding process, while the
high-pass filter prevents whistles between
1 kHz and 2 kHz as a result of low-frequency
components that are possibly added to the
channe!.

The block diagram of the decoder (Fig. 3)
shows that the input signal is taken through
a low-pass filter before it is amplified and ap-
plied to a high-pass filter. A switch COI1-

nected ahead of the output buffer allows the
user to select between encoded and non-en-
coded signals. When theswitch is set to 'non-
encoded', the input signal is fed direct to the
outpur buffer, i.e., it is not amplified. 111is is
done to ensure that the signal level of non-
encoded signals is not changed by the

decoder. Thus, the amplifier merely serves to
compensate losses introduced by the phase
filters used for encoding or decoding the
Input signal.

Frequency tronsforms:
Hilbert & Fourier

Shifting an audio spectrum can be achieved
in three ways, which are familiar from radio
communication techniques used for genera-
ting and demoduJating SSB (single-side-
band) signals. The first two systems are
based on narrow-band filters. These are
widely applied, and do not present problems
with audio signals whose frequency range,
for radio communication purposes, extends
from 300 Hz to 3,000 Hz only.

Transmitting music via a cornmurucation
link based on spectrum shifting poses more
problems than speech because a much larger
frequency speerrum must be conveyed with-
out distortion.lt is for this, and other, reason-
s, that the present encoding system is based
on the so-called 'third rnethod', a term fam-
iliar to most licensed radio amateurs and
radio engineers (Ref. 3).

So how does the encoder work? First, the
audio signal is split into two components.
Both have the same amplitude, and contain
the source signal. The only difference be-
tween these components is the phase shift
between the frequendes they consist of. This
phase shift is 90°, and one of the cornponents
is called the Hilbert transform of the other
(rhe two signals are ca lied a Hilbert pair). A
Hilbert transform is a frequency shifting
operation that unfortunately exists in theory
only. In practice, however, a number of sys-
tems have been developed that yield elose

AUDIO SPECTRUM SHlIT TECHNIQUES

J b4' ---<'.,--+-' -+-, -+, '-+:-' -+C-'4 B 12 16 W ~ ~ II ~

----+- f 1kHz]

A

t
®

,,
----,' ,--r I:: ----,

" ', '
12 16 20 24 28 32 36

----+- f 1kHz]

tU]o '\:::.J I" I
10 W 30,40

, ,C1P~-
50 60 70 80 90

----+- f 1kHz]

A I 22.5kHz

®t ~~~,c:=J~i,~,~,~,~
12 16 20 24 28 32 36

----+- f [kHz]

J b~,-+-, -+, -+-, -+C' -:"'---+'-'
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

----+- f 1kHz]
910105·12

Fig. 2. Multiplication with two phase-Iocked
carriers, filtering and sideband suppresslcn
are the main functions into which the decod-
ing process can be subdivided.

approximations of such an ideal transform.
One of these systems is applied in the pres-
enteneoder.

?>!... PHASE H XSHIFT --..,
t \ .>/ - +? \ X \ - Q

101cHz
,., ~", "'~ 805kHz OECOO., Dn/aN

... PHASE - XSHIFT

Fe H/l

,-,. -;-60
00'

--- f.-
4 -;-64 910105·13

Fig. 3. Block diagram 01 the 1requency shift encoder/decoder. The Fe H/L input selects one of two system clocks from which the amount
of frequency shift is derived. Note that the encoder/decoder has a bypass function, which is controlled via the S. 0/1 input.
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AUDIO AND HI-FI

The Hilbert pair is required to suppress
one of the sidebands that is genera ted when
the filtered Input signal is shifted Ctrans-
formed') to a higher frequency. The multiply
operation carried out after shifting the phase
of the input signal over +450 and -45° gives
rise to two double-sideband (DSB) signals. In
the decoder, these signals appear around e
24-kHz component - the actual frequency
depends on the shift used durtng the encod-
ing. and will be discussed further 011.

As shown in Fig. 2b, one of the sidebands
disappears when the tWQ DSB signals are
added. The mathemattes underlying this
operanon are shown inset in Fig. 4, a draw-
ing reproduced from an earlier article in this
magazine on frequency transformation
(Ref 1). The operations shown in Pig. 4 de-
scribe largely what happens in the decoder.
The equations go to show that there is no
way to avoid a Hilbert transform function
when one of the sidebands is to be selected
without resorting to (very complex) filters.
As shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, the upper side-
band is removed in the present design.

Multipliers or double-balanced mixers
can take a number of practical shepes. AI-
though their design is mostly plain sailing,
they do have to be balanced with the aid of
adjustments. and may have insuffieient Ii-
nearity for some apphcanons. Good results
at a very srnall outlay, and without the need
of edjustments. can be achieved with elec-
tronic analogue bilateral switches, e.g., those
contained in the 4053 eMOS multiplexer lC
These swi tches are pa rticuJa rly weil sui red to
use in the decoder where they enable high
suppression of the 24 kHz component to be
achieved. When this suppression is insuffi-
cient, a 1.5-kHz signal (whistle) would read-

ily appear in the decoded speerrum. corre-
sponding to the amount of frequency shift
applied. The main disadvantage of the anal-
ogue switches is that they generate a fre-
quency spectrum with spurious components
centred around odd-numbered harmonics of
the 24-kHz switching signal. It will be re-
called that switching is the same as multi-
plying with a reetangular signal. Thus, in
terms of the spcctrum. swttching can be de-
scribed as a multiplication with the Fourier
series

sin (wl)- 'llsin(3wl)+1i$in (5wl)-ll7sin ...

The stdebands of the third harmonic, whieh
are visible in Fig. 2c, are removed with the
aid of a low-pass filter designed for a steep
rcll-off at 30 kHz. This is done to prevent the
sidebands causing interference in the mixing
operation that res tores the original fre-
quency band.

The actual decoding process is relatively
simple. As shown in Fig. 2d, the encoded sfg-
nal is subjected to a second multiply oper-
atton. this time with a frequency of 22.5 kHz.
The equations in Fig. 4 once more prave that
the decodmg operation works and yields the
desired output signal.

Finally. the decoded signal is taken
through a lew-pass filter to remove spurious
components genera ted by. among others,
the switching mixers.

Which frequencies?
The frequency shift of J.5 kHz used in the
decoder is achieved by first slufttng the spee-
trum to 24 kHz. Next, the spcctrum is shifted
down again with the aid of a signal of

22.5 kHz, or the difference between 24 kHz
and 1.5 kHz. This res tores the speerrum to
the frequency range it has at the Input of the
encoder (which may be thousands of miles
away. or just round the corner). In other
words, we have decoded the scrambled sig-
nal. Note that it is also possible to shift the
spectrum 'direct' by 1.5 kHz, but not when
analogue switches are used as mixers.

Even though a special kind of frequency
synthesis had to be implemented to ensure
the required stability of the frequency trans-
form, the 'third method' is used in the
decoder for reasons already mentioned. For
example, astability of ±5 Hz is equal to
0.33% at 1,500 Hz. However, the 1,500 Hz
signal is not genera ted directly, but indi-
rect1y as the difference between 24 kHz and
22.5 kHz. At 24 kHz, an error of ±5 Hz is
equal to 0.021 %, while at 22.5 kHz it equals
0.022%. When these two switching frequen-
eies are genera ted Independently. the accu-
racy of each of them must be 0.01 % to ensure
that a total error of ±5 Hz is not exceeded. It
is readily seen thatO.OI % is a pretty tough re-
quirement as regards stability, particularly
when the relevant oscillators are to be de-
signed as free-running types to enable a free
choiceoftheshift frequency. However. it can
be shown that if these two frequeneies have
fixed phase relatiou, the comrnon (central)
oscillator from which they are derived is
good enough if it has a relative deviation
equal to the maximum permissible error at
about 1,500 Hz, which is 0.33%. In the pres-
ent decoder, this is realized with the aid of a
central oscillator in conjunction with two
digital dividers. Basically. the first divider is
set for a divisor of 15, the second for a divisor
of 16. The frequency of the central clock 1S

& X
~

cOSwct

SINwst

0 CLK1

SINwct

~ Xrv

SPECTRUM SHIFT DECODER:

sin (w,~ sin (rocl) ~ 0.5 cos (Ok -w,)"" 0.5 coe {w, + ros}
cos (rosl) cos «(j)cl) = 0.5 cos «(j)c- ws) + 0.5 cos «(j)c+ ws)

+
cos «(j)c- ws)

cos (Wc - "',) sin (U>c2)~ 0.5 sin (U>c+ Wcz- ros) + 0.5 sin (U>c2- coc+"")
substituting, and after the lew-pass fltter,

cos (Wc - ",,) sln «(j)c2)~ 0.5 sln [2.{fs - 1500) J

toe ~ 24 kHz (x 2.)
U>c2~ 22.5 kHz (x 2.)
Ws == encoded audlo
{$ = shifted audio signal

Fig. 4. The 'Feedback killer' (Ref. 1) is a practical realization of a Hilbert transform.

B
X

SIN(W, + 1l)1

CLK2
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AUDIO SPECTRUM SHIFT TECHNIQUES
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Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the spectrum shift encoder/decoder.
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Fig. 6a. Track layout (mirror image) of the single-sided printed circuit board designed for the spectrum shift encoderJdecoder.

calculated es folIows. Assuming a spectrum
shift 01 1,500 Hz, then:

fn~/ 15 - f~,/ 16 ~ 1,500
.'. 16 fo~ / 240 - 15 fo~ / 240 ~ 1,500

fo~ / 240 ~ 1,500
.'. fo~ ~ 360 kl-lz.

Since the 24-kHz frequency must be avail-
able as four signals with a phase shift of 900

,

i.e., 00
, 900

, 1800 and 2700
, the actual oscilla-

tor frequency is four times higher than caleu-
Iated, i.e., 1.44 MHz, while the divisors of 15
and 16 chauge to 60 and 64respectively. This
is illustrated in Pig. 3. The 24-kHz signal is

fed in quadrature to two identical mixers
(4053). Alter adding the results 01 the multi-
plication, the upper sideband is campen-
sated. Via a 30-kHz low-pass filter, the signal
is fed to the third multiplier where it is trans-
formed to the original frequency band.

The encoder
So far. we have not discussed the cncoder.
and this has a very good reason: it is virtually
identical to the decoder! Tn fact, the same eir-
cuit is used, which allows the encoder and
the decoder to be built on identical printed-
circuit boards. The only difference between

Fig. 7. Completed printed ctrcutt board. A decoder is shown here.

the two units is the value of 29 passive com-
ponents, of which a number determine the
frequeney response of the phase filter built
around two opamps, 10 and IC4 (see thecir-
cuit diagram in Fig. 5). These components
deline a pass-band 011 kHz to 10 kI-Iz in the
decoder, and a pass-band 01120 Hz to 7 kI-Iz
in the encoder. The accuracy of the phase fil-
ter is determined by the accuracy of the
passive cornponents used. The performance
of the filter depends on the nurnber of sec-
tions it consists of, and the ratio between the
highest and the lowest input frequency. Tlus
ratio is about 10 in the decoder, which, based
on a phase filter with three sections, achieves
an 5jN ratio 01 about 60 dB. Also based on
three filter sections, butdesigned to handle a
max/min frequency ratio of about 58
(7,000 Hz/120 Hz), the encoder has a worse
5/N performance of about 40 dB, which is
not bad given the simplicity of the design. In
any case, the results are perfectly acceptable
for speech.

The shift of +1.5 kI-lz in the encoder (in-
stead of -1.5 kHz in the decoder) is achieved
by suppressing the lower sideband instead
01 the upper sideband (see also Ptg. Zb).
Since the speetrum in Fig. 2b then extends
!rom 24 kI-lz to about 31 kI-lz, the roll-oll Ire-
quency ofthe 30-kI-Iz lew-pass filter must be
shifted up to about 36 kI-lz. In addition, the
input and outpur filters must be adapted to
the spectrum to be passed. All the changes
necessary to effect this, i.e., to turn the
decoder into an encoder (or vice versa), are
summarized in the components table you
find inset in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6b. Component mounting plan.

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors: 1 330pF 2.5% polystyrene C30 ENCODER/DECODER COMPONENT
1 331ill Rl 1 180pF 2.5% polystyrena C31 VALUES
5 221ill R2;R3;R5;R6;R58 1 68pF ceramic C32
4 21ill2 R9;R50;R53;R60 1 22~F 25V radial C33 Pos. Encoder Decoder
1 220Q Rl0 2. 47~F 2.5V radial C34;C35 C2 lnF2 820pF

16 10kO 1% an ;R24;R14;R15; C3 lnF 680pF
R18;R19;R2.2;R23; Inductors: C6 470pF lnF
R27;R28;R3l ;R32; 2. 7AlS assembly (Neosid); Ll;L2 C7 2nF7 lnF8
R35;R36;R37;R25 Ior winding details see text C9 6nF82.5% 2nF7 2.5%

3 ioosn R38;R65;R66 2 47mH radial choke; L3;L4 Cl0 24nF 2.5% 60Fa 2.5%
2 4kfl70 1% R39;R40 TOko l81LY473 Cll lnF52.5% 2nF72.5%
3 41ill7 R41;R54;R61 C19 330pF 560pF
4 21ill7 R42;R47;R51 ;R57 Semiconductors: C20 lnF lnF8
2 4700 R48;R49 1 lN4148 Dl C21 330pF 560pF
2 271ill R55;R56 3 TL084 ICl ;IC3;IC4
2 3k03 R62;R63 2 4053 IC2;IC5 R4 10kOS% 3k035%
1 100 R64 1 HEF4060' IC6 R7 10k05% 31<03 5%
1 471ill R59 1 4516 IC? RB 1001ill5% 331ill5%
1 lkO R6? 1 4013 ICB R12 251ill51% 2kn491%
1 501ill presst H Pl 3 BC547B T1:T2;T3 R13 2k!l371% 39005%

1 BCS5?B T4 R16 43k.Q2 1% 12k!l1 1%
Capacltors: Rl? 6801ill5% 390k1l5%
13 100nF Cl ;C4;C5;C15; • do not substitute by CD4060. HCF4060 or R20 100lilll% 10k01%

C16;C17;C18; MC14060 R21 lSk!l2 1% 10kO 1%
C27;C2B;C36·C39 R26 7k.Q151% 5kn491%

1 1nF5 2.5% polystyrene C8 Miscellaneous: R29 431ill2 1% 24k031%
1 2nF7 2.5% potystyrene C12 1 printed-circuit board 910105 R30 6801ill5% 820k05%
1 6nF8 25% poIystyrene C13 R33 lookO 1% 471ill51%
1 1~F 25V radial C14 R34 6Iill85% 2l1ill51%
1 lnF2 C22 R43 61ill85% 5k065%
1 3nF3 C23 R44 18kn5% 151ill5%
1 390pF cerarme C25 R45 18kn5% 151ill5%
1 lnF5 C24 R48 27k!lS% 221ill5%
1 8nF2 C26 R52 27kOS% 22kn5%
1 4~25Vaxial C29
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Fig. 8. The rear panel of the Teko 222 enclosure has on it the frequency select switch (Fe
H/L), the scrambling on/off switch (5. 0/1), the input and output sockets, a oe adaptor socket,
and a 7812 volta ge regulator with decoupling capacitors.

The circuit in detail
The foUowing description applies to the en-
coder as well as to the decoder, which are
electrically identical circuits. Where necess-
ary, a distinction will be made.

The audio signal applied to the input of
the circuit is fed to a lew-pass filter built
araund [Cld and ICk. The roll-off frequency
IS set to 10 kHz in the decoder, and to
6.6 kHz in the encoder. The previously men-
tioned high-pass filter is formed by capad-
tors Ci.Ce and Cs and resistors Rt, R4 and R7.
The roll-off frequency is set to 500 Hz in the
decoder, and to 150 Hz in the encoder. Apart
from functioning in the active filter, TCleam-
plifies the input signal about 10 times.

The phase filter is formed by the circuit
around aparnps lC3 and TC4. The indicated
component values must be maintained to en-
sure the correct operation of the filters. The
frequency-determining capacitors are types
from the E12 series with a tolerance of 2.5%
or better. Here. polystyrene types are used in
combination with 1% resistors from the E96
series. The theoretical roU-off frequencies of
every filter section are indicated in the circuit
diagram. The equation

applies for the roll-off frequency, and may be
used to match capacitors and resistors if you
can not secure the ones given in the circuit
diagrarn and the parts list (consulr Ref. 2).
The resistors must not be made smaller than
about 2 k.Q, or larger than about 200 k.Q. For
instance, if you can not get hold of a 24nF
2.5% capacitor (ClO in the encoder), look at
the pole of the filter section, which is 356 Hz.
Verify this using the above equation and
given that R~116.2 k.Q (R20+R21).Next. sub-
stitute 00 by, say, 27 nF 2.5%. The total re--
sistance of R2o+R21works out at ]03.2 W.
Since reslstors are available in far more
values than capacitors, this value is easier to
create than 24 nF.

The multiplication with the 24-kHz sig-
nal is effected by electronic switches ICsb
and lCSe.Two 1% resistors, R39 and R40, add
the product signals. Transistor Tl functions
as an impedance transformer to ensure that
low-pass filter L3-lA-Cl9-C20-C21is termi-
nated correctly, Next, the filtered signal is
fed toa second multiplier built araund T2,T3
and lOb. This circuit supplies the decoded
signal in the decoder, and the encoded signal
in the encoder. A low-pass filter fitted at the
input of opamp Tela suppresses the W1-

wanted high-frequency products, and pro-
vides the drive signal for the output buffer,
IClb. An electronic switch ahead of IClb
allows you to disable the decoder / encoder
by applying +12 V to the 5.0/1 (scrambling
on/off) terminal.

The central clock oscillator Is contained in
IC6, an HEF4060 CMOS oscillator/divider,
which is used with an inductor, Li or L2, in-
stead of the rather more usual R-C combina-
tion, to determine the oscillator frequency.
Properly constructed, the L-C oscillator
meets the 0.33% accuracy requirement. Note
that capacitors C30 and C31 must be types
with a low temperature co-e.fficient (NPO- or
COG-class devices; these are ceramic capaci-
tors with a black band at the top side of the
body). Alternatively, fit 2.5% tolerance poly-
styrene typcs, which are more readi.ly avail-
able. The presence of two oscillator
inductors enables you to switch between two
different frequency shifts. The selection is ef-
fected via switch IC2e,which is controUed by
applying +12 V or 0 V to the FC H/L (fre-
quency contral high/low) input of the
board. This is also useful when a stngle
scrambled source makes use of two encod-
ing frequencies.

The HEF4060 combines the function of
central oscillator and divide-by-64 prescaler
to supply the 22.5-kHz switching stgnal. The
dtvlde-by-öü function is realized by a 4516,
lC7, and 4013, ICs. The former is wired to
divide by 15, the latter to divide by 4. The Q
and Q outputs of the bistables in the 4013

supply the control signals for multipliers
ICsb and lCse

Construction and adjustment
As already mentioned, the printed-circuit
board (Fig. 6) can be used to build the
decoder as well as the encoder. The construc-
tion itself is straightforward, and not ex-
pected to cause problems. Note that there is
one wire link on the board, end that a fair
number of parts are fitted vertically. Make
sure you select the right component values
from the parts list when building up the
decoder and/or the encoder. The value cod-
ing of the 1% E96-series resistars may cause
confusion if you have never used these de-
vices before-when in doubt, use your digi-
tal multimeter to establish the value.

The inductors, Lt and L2, consist of
100 turns ofO.l-mm dia. (SWG40) enamelled
copper wire on Type 7AlS formers from Ne-
osid. After winding the inductor and sol-
dering the wires to the appropriate pins
(lock on the component overlayl), fit the fer-
rite cup, and seeure it with a few drops of
wax or glue. This must be done to ensure the
stability of the oscillator. Next, fit the screen-
ing can and the core, check the continuity of
the i.nductor at the base pins, and mount the
assembly on the peB. Solder all the pins, in-
cluding those of the screening can, quickly to
prevent overheating. The self-inductance of
Lr and L2 is about 100 ~H.

The central oscillator may not work
properly if you do not use an HEF4060. The
HEF4060 is a Philips Components product,
and a LOCMOS versiert of the ubiquitous
CMOS 4060. We tested a lew 'ordtnery'
40605 of different makes in the circuit, and
found that none of these achieved the relia-
bility and stability of the HEF4060.

Apply 12 V to the decoder, and an en-
coded input signal. Connect an a.mplifier to
the output. Adjust PI for an input amplitude
of about 200 mVpp. Leave theFCH/Land 50/1
ptns unconnected, and adjust Li until you
measure 1.44 MHz at pin 9 of the HEF4060
(IC6).Remember, the centraJ clock frequency
determines the shift, which you are free to
set between 1 kHz and 2 kHz. A shift of 1,500
Hz is obtained with a 1.44 MHz clock. Take
the FCH/L pin logic high (+12 V), and adjust
L2 similarly. Listen to the output signal. and
fine-tune the inductor(s) for best results.
Your ears are the best test instruments for
this purpose.

The adjustment of the encoder is identical
- the only difference in the set up is that the
output is connected to a transmitter, a cas-
sette recorder, etc., instead of to an amplifier
for direct sound reproduction. •

Refe.rences:
1. "Feedback killer", Elektor Electronies Fe-
bruary 1990.
2. 'Wideband phase-stuft networks", in Etec-
Ironie Filter Design Handbook (1981), by Art-
hur B. WilIiams, McGraw-Hill Publishers.
3. "HF transmitters", in Radio Communlcation
Handbook, published by the Radio Society of
Great Britain (RSGB).
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Fig. 6a. Track layout (mirror image) ot the single-sided printed circuit board designed tor the spectrum shift encoder/decoder.

calculated as follows. Assuming a spectrum
shift of 1,500 Hz, then:

fos<: / 15 - fose / 16 = 1,500
:. 16 fose / 240 - 15 fos<: / 240 = 1,500
:. fose / 240 = 1,500
:. fose = 360 kHz.

5ince the 24-kHz frequency must be avail-
able as four signals with a phase shift of 90°,
i.e., 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°, the actual oscilla-
tor frequency is four times higher than calcu-
lated, i.e., 1.44 MHz, while the divisors of 15
and 16 change to 60 and 64 respectively. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The 24-kHz signal is

fed in quadrature to two identical mixers
(4053). After adding the results of the multi-
plication, the upper sideband is compen-
sated. Via a 30-kHz low-pass filter, the signal
is fed to the third multiplier where it is trans-
formed to the original frequency band.

The encoder
So far, we have not discussed the encoder,
and this has a very good reason: it is virtually
identical to the decoder! In fact, the same cir-
cuit is used, which allows the encoder and
the decoder to be built on identical printed-
circuit boards. The only difference between

Fig. 7. Completed printed circuit board. A decoder is shown here.

the two units is the value of 29 passive com-
ponents, of which a number determine the
frequency response of the phase filter built
around two opamps, IC3and IC4 (see the cir-
cuit diagram in Fig. 5). These components
define a pass-band of 1 kHz to 10kHz in the
decoder, and a pass-band of 120 Hz to 7 kHz
in the encoder. The accuracy of the phase fil-
ter is determined by the accuracy of the
passive components used. The performance
of the filter depends on the number of sec-
tions it consists of, and the ratio between the
highest and the lowest input frequency. This
ratio is about 10 in the decoder, which, based
on a phase filter with three sections, achieves
an 5jN ratio of about 60 dB. Also based on
three filter sections, but designed to handle a
max/min frequency ratio of about 58
(7,000 Hz/120 Hz), the encoder has a worse
5jN performance of about 40 dB, which is
not bad given the simplicity of the design. In
any case, the results are perfectly acceptable
for speech.

The shift of +1.5 kHz in the encoder (in-
stead of -1.5 kHz in the decoder) is achieved
by suppressing the lower sideband instead
of the upper sideband (see also Fig. 2b).
5ince the spectrum in Fig. 2b then extends
from 24 kHz to about 31 kHz, the roll-off fre-
quency of the 30-kHz low-pass filter must be
shifted up to about 36 kHz. In addition, the
input and output filters must be adapted to
the spectrum to be passed. All the changes
necessary to effect this, i.e., to turn the
decoder into an encoder (or vice versa), are
summarized in the components table you
find inset in Fig. 5.
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INTERMEDIATE PROJECT
Aseries of projects for the not-so-experienced constructor. Although each article

will describe in detail the operation, use, construction and, where relevant, the
underlying theory of the project, constructors will, none the less, require an

elementary knowledge of electronic engineering. Each project in the series will be
based on inexpensive and commonly available parts

BUILD THE OPTICALOCK - PART 2

by Michael Swartzendruber

key under test
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eh.noel under
lei' (on)

.n ether
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* Radioshack Type 276-142
IRamltter
.rray

av e.e.

910091 -11-14

Fig. 7. Auxiliary circuil tor lesting Ihe key assembly.

break In the alarm loop added connecllon
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Fig. 8. How 10use relays as Irigger swilches.
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Testprocedures for the
key assembly
1) Construct the circuit shown in Fig. 7.
2) Enable one of the emitter circuits at a time

by leaving a11DIP switches off, except the
channel currently on test: that channel's
switch should be turned on.

3) Aim the emitter on test at the test circuit.
4) Look at the voltage or logic level of test

point A.
5) fithe emitterpasses test, disable thischan-

nel and proceed to the next channel until
a11 have been tested.

6) Trouble-shoot as necessary. If all emitters
fail, double-check the battery connections,
or check the device polartty for correct
installation on to the board, or check the
device with a [unction tester.

Testprocedures for the
detector/amplifier array
1) Aftertheassemblyiscompleted and passes

all visual inspections and voltage tests,
install the two transistor arrays and con-
nect the assembly to a 5-V d.c. supply.

2) The assembly is tested with the aid of the
key assembly. Enable a11emitters on the
key by setting all DIP switches to 'on'.

3) Locate the test node for the first arnplifier
channel and place the probe of the volt-
meter or logic probe at this node.

4) Aim the key at the completed detector
array (these two assemblies should have
been constructed so that the key array
mates with the detector array) and enable
the key bycJosing the push-button switch.

5) The voltage or legte level at the node of
the channeion test should swing to logic
level 1 or about 4 V and should rernain at
this level as Iong as the key is aimed at
the detector. When the key is rernoved,
the logic or voltage level should return to
zero.

6) Proceed to the next channel of the array
and repeat the test. Trouble-shoot as nec-
essary.

7) lfall detectors fail the test. check the wiring
of the supply, all polarized devices for
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Fig. 9. Mounting method of the optional bypass capacitors con-
nected across each photodetector of the infra-red detector
array should they be required to remove fluorescent interfer-
ence.

Fig. 10.View of the Opticalock's main logic board and the 'key-
hole' connected by a ribbon cable.

Fig. 11.Two views of the Opticalock's 'key'. The one on the right shows a detail of the method used to mount the infra-red array
at a right angle to the board. A 20-pin, O.I"xO.l" connector is soldered to a right-angle header assembly and the array is inserted
into the socket.

Fig. 12. General view of the key and keyhole. Fig. 13.General view of the entire Opticalock system.
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correct placement with particular atten- load isolation and control.
non to the infra-red detector array,

Test points for the infra-red detector/am-
plifier can be found at the following points
of the circuit.

Channe! JC Pin
1 1 12
2 1 3
3 1 5
4 1 10
5 2 12
6 2 3
7 2 5
8 2 10

Interfacing the logic driver
board
The relay driver outputs of the logic driver
circuit can be used in a number of ways.
Some simple examples are given to aid any
custorn applications.

Example 1. How 10 use Ihe lock re/ay 10 drive a
solenoid deadbolt.

A) Solenoid coil can be driven by 24 V d.c. at
250 mA. Directly power a solenoid coil with
PwrDrv-l by conneding the solenoid coilleads
to 'Ioad +' and 'load -' pads next to leB,
which becomes actuated by the lock driver
circuitry

B) Load is high voltage or high eurrent load.
Use 'Ioad +' and 'load .: pads adjacent to
leg or lC7 to actuate a 24 V d.c. coil relay or
trtac. Use the switch contacts or device for

Example2. Haw to use the relays ss tnggerswitches.

To Interface the alarm relay into an existing
alarm loop, usethe appropriate relay contacts
and insert them into the loop=-see Pig. 8.

For instance, to hook the Opticalock's alarrn
relay into a parallel, normaIly dosed loop, con-
nect the the normally dosed and common con-
tacts of the relay into the loop and simply
add the relay contacts as another parallel
branch.

Tointerface the relay intoa series (normally
open in most cases), break the loop at some
convenient point and splice the relay into
the series by using the normally open and
common contacts.

Example 3. How to use the unlcck: relay to pro-
vide an alarm enableldisnrm switch.

To use this technique, a method must be de-
veloped to hold a voltage level high or low
without having to excite the relay continu-
ously One very easy way of dotng this is to
use the normally open and common contacts
of a relay to trigger a Flip-flop (bistablel-c-
see Fig. 9.

Programming and initial
system testing
Set the combination of the DWswitch on the
key to match thecombination ofthe DIPswitch
on the rnain logic board. Align the key with
keyhole and press the push-button key. The
LED indicating that the lock is 'unlocked'
should light.

logle
board

~ +5V

NO .r: S-
relay debounee mono

eom stebte

In
JK MS
flip-flop
'(btstabte)

I
eurrent
ampllfler

I
load

910091 • n- 16

Fig. 14. How 10 use Ihe unlock relay 10 provide an alarm
enable/disarm swilch.
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Change the setting of one
ofthe DIPswitches and press
the push-button on the key
three times, whereupon the
alarm drive should become
actuated. If you wish, you
mayeJecttousealogicprobe
on the Q outputs of the JK
bistables (flip-flops) while
perforrning the three ille-
gal-entryattempts to moni-
tor the counting action of
this chip.
These tests should give a
pretty good idea as to how
the system works. Switch
55 may be used to disable
the 'unlocked' output al-
together to prevent the cir-
cuit from providlng an un-
locksignal even when some-
one has the IR key with the
correct combination.

Finishing touches
and
installation
Now the electronic part of
the combination lock has
been completed. we need
to look at same installation

ßUILD THE OPTICALOCK - PART 2 I
ideas to make the project a useful addition
to an existing security system or to help for-
tify some accessible doorway by providing a
pick-proof lock system.

Toaugment a security system, the contacts
of thealarm relaycan be interfaced easily with
an existing alarm 100p, or its contacts can be
used as a switch for an alarm horn circuit.

The lock relay may be used to drive a
solenoid-driven lock system such as an elec-
triccardoor lock or it may simply be connected
to any solenoid (modified for use as a dead-
bolt) with a spring return latch assernbly.
With these approaches, the lock will always
be in a locked mode unless the relay is actu-
ated. The lock relay may also be tied to an
existing alarm as the arml disarm switch
using the contacts of the relay to toggle a
bistable (flop a Flip-flop).

A word of caution: you may void any
warranty of a professionally instalIed alarm
system by attempting to connect the opticalock
to it.Consu1tyour professional installer ifyou
are not sure or have any questions regarding
connection of the device to this type of alarm.

Experienced computer enthusiasts may
want toconsider the following com puter Iop-
ticalock interface possibilities, The lock driver
output and the alarm driver outputs may be
used to drive a bistable and this Flip-flop can
be monitored by a monitoringcontrol system.
In addition. the 8-position DIP switch on the
main logic board can be driven by a parallel
output port on a ccntrol system.

As for security, the detector array can
be located at any remote Iocation in rela-
tion to the rest of the system. If the d is-
tance between the detector and logic board
exceeds more than a coupie of feet (about
a metre}, additional pull-up and bypass cir-
cuitry may be required at each end of the
connecting cable.

The detector should be well-armoured
against vandals and attempted intrusions.
However, its destruction will not give ac-
cess to any unauthorized persons; bear in
mind, though, that access may also be de-
nied then to authorized persons. So you
may consider a rather beefy metal plate
assembly to guard it.

The lockdisableswitch should be located
i.nside at a convenient position.

The alarm reset switch should be situ-
ated in a semi-secure area that is easy to
get to should it have to be used by those
who should know its whereabouts.

Should you opt to use a solenoid-driven
dead-bolt, or indeed any electric lock, that
may be located at a remote position also.

The system can easily be made to work
in many different situations. You may wish
to experiment with it on some inner-struc-
ture door, such as a eloset, or your labora-
tory door, to find out the finer points of a
possible application.

The opticalock makes an innovative use
of opto-electronics, and with the numerous
benefits of this type of lock system, it would
not be surprising to see more designs like
this very soon. Who knows. perhaps you
have just built the key of the future. •



50 MHz 8-811 DAC
The digital-to-analogue converter described here is fast, based on

discrete components, and comparable - in terms of performance-
to pretty expensive integrated circuits.

by R. Shankar
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Fig. 1. This fast dlqltal-to-analcque converter is based on discrete components rather than the latest in le technology.

THE converter can directly drive a 75-0.
load at a full seale voltage ofO.510V, and

a settling timeof less than 10 ns to 1 LSB. The
temperature coefficient of the output voltage
is O.005%/K, whieh 15 significantly better
than that of many integrated DACs.

The circuit Is based on the conventional
R-2R ladder network, with currentswitching
aeeomplished by Schottky diodes and a
high-speed Advaneed Schottky (ALS) TTL
latch. Resistors Rt to R14 form the lad der net-
werk, the output impedance of which is
75 Q. Tlus enables the DAC to drive a load
via a 75-.0: coax cable.

Transistors T1 to Ta form the current
sourees that supply 6.67 mA each to the Iad-
der network via 09 to D16. When any outpur
of [Cl goes low, the resulting current is
diverted to JC1 via D, to D8. This arrange-
ment requires the outputs of TC1 to go nega-
tive with respect to ground. Therefore, lC1 is
operated with a dual supply of -1.25 Vand

+3.75 V. To make the inputs TTL compatible,
a level translator like the one shown in Fig. 2
may be used at each input. Theinput loading
('fan-in') of the translator is equal to that of
3 standard TfL inputs. The circuitry a.round
T9, TlO, ICz and Ie3 is necessary to obtain a
low ternperature coefficient.

A suggested power supply circuit is
shown in Pig. 3. The current consumption of
the DAC is of the order of 170 mA

Construction hints
Although no PCS design is available for this
project, the construction is fairly simple even
on a prototyping board. DI to Dts can be any
Schottky dicde that meets the foUowing spe-
cifications: IDmax:?:10 mA; VBR;::::5 V; VpO.5 V
at 10 mA

The connections of the lad der resistors,
the Schottky diodes. ICI and Cl should be
kept as short as possible. A large ground

91007&12

Fig. 2. TIl-compatible input level transla-
tor.
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Fig. 3. Regulatedpower supply tor the DAC.

50 MHz 8-BIT DAC

plane should be provided, and the earthed
ends ofR&-R14,Rt and C2,should meetatone
point.

Without component matehing. the Ii-
nearity is of the order of 2 l.SB. However, by
carefully matehing the resistors with the aid
of a digital multimeter, a linearity of better
than 0.5 LSB can be achieved (tip: use the
closely matched resistors towards the MSB).
Similarly, the transistors can be matched by
measuring the resistance of the base-emitter
junction, and noting the values. This meas-
urement should be carried out with the col-
lector and the base connected via the test
probe. Additionally, TI to T9 may be
mounted on a commcn heat-sink for elose
thermal tracking. •

Popular modem IC set upgraded to
include FAX

~... : '-
Fax transmit capability can be added

easily and at nominal expense to stand-
alone modems or for such applications as
PCs, laprops and portable computers,
using Silicon Systems' new
SSI 73D2417 modem lC set.

The new chip set adds fax capability
as an upgrade to its popular
SSI 73D2407 2,400 baud modem chip
set wh ich offers a turn-key 'AT' corn-
mand interpreter wi th MNP c1asses 2-5
for error contral and dara compression.

The SSI 73D2417 combines V.27ter
fax transmit capability at 4,800/2,400
baudrates with 2,400 baud multi mode
(V.22bis/V.22/V.21, Bell 212A/103)
data communication and 'AT' command
controller.
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NEW PRODUCTS
The SSI 73D2417 is said to provide

an easy way to enhance conventional
2,400 baud modem designs by adding
MNP5 and basic fax features without sig-
nificantly increasing cost. As an exten-
sion of Silicon Systems' proven
73D2404 modem IC set, it gives users a
reliable basis on which to develop PC fax
designs with a minimum of design effort.

The SSI 73D2417 modem JC set is
comprised of four ICs. The 73M214 is an
analogue processor that performs rhe fil-
tering, tirning adjustment, level detec-
tion and modulation functions. The
73D215 is the receiver digital signal pro-
cessor. The 73D218 is a cammand pro-
cessor that provides supervisory contro I
and command interpretation. The
SSl 73D225 is a ROM that provides sror-
age for integral control software. The
four devices are available in bath DIP
and surface-mount packages.
Silicon Systems· 14351 Myford Road
• Tustin· CA 92680. Telephone (714)
731-7110 ext, 3575.
Silicon Systems International· Wood-
peckers • The Common • West Chilt-
ington Pulborough RH20 2PL.
Telephone: 07983 2331. Fax: 07983
2117.

TVRO analysis and dish aiming
software

Greg Grissoms ' TVRO System Ana-
lysis and Antenna Aiming Computer Pro-
grams [or Satellite Technicians is a
softwate package aimed at satellite TV
enthusiasts, professionals as weil as
TVRO dealers. It can also be a useful
adjunct in demonstrating how changing
parameters such as dish size or LNB
noise figure affect picture quality.

The upgraded version of the program,
version 1.1, includes a system configure
screen that allows a number of faciors
that refine the program operation to be
set. These include the cutoff angle above
the horizon below which satellites can
not be 'seen', noise weighted factor, pre-
emphasis factor, peak-to-peak conver-
sion factor and video noise bandwidth
factor. The last faur factors differ be-
tween NTSC. PAL and SECAM broad-
casts. The new version of the program
affers a user-edited database of satellite
positions.

The users manual and software, on
either a 5.25 or 3.5-inch diskette is avail-
able at 05.00 plus f2.00 P&P from
Baylin Publications • 24 River Gar-
dens • Purley • Reading RG8 8BX.
Telephone (0734) 414 468.
Baylin Publications • 1905 Mariposa •
Boulder CO 80302. Telephone: (303)
939-8720. Fax: (303)449-4551.



COMPUTER-
STATION
PART 2: ELECTRONIC HYGROMETER

The electronic hygrometer,
or relative humidity (RH)
sensor, discussed here is
remarkably accurate, and
functions automatically as
part of the PC-controlled
weather station we set out to
describe earlier this year.

by J. Ruffell

AMONG the basic measurements carried
out daily by amateur meteorologists are

those of air temperature, air pressure and
relative humidity. In the first instalment of
this series. Ref. 1, we described an electronic
indoor / outdoor thermometer that works in
conjunction with an advanced 1/0 card for
PCs and compatibles (Ref 2), and dedicated
control software. This month we propose to
extend the function of this PC-based system
with a relative humidity (RH) sensor. Sen-
sors to capture other meteorological data
such as air pressure, wind speed and wind
direction, will be described in future instal-
ments.

The present circuit measures the relative
humidity of ambient air with the aid of a
special sensor manufactured by Philips
Components. The sensor is basically a non-
polarized variable capacitor whose capaeit-
anee is a function of the arnbient eir
humidity. Unfortunately, the capacitance
does not change linearly with humidity, but
that can be corrected fairly easily with the
aid of the computer, which is at the heart of
our weather station. The computer also
greatly facilitates the calibration of the sen-
sor.

Relative humidity
Relative humidity, RH (er U in physics), is
the ratio of the pressure of ambient air, e, to
that of saturated air over a plane liquid water
surface at the same temperature, e . and is
normally expressed as a percentage, that is,
RH = 100e/e'. Therelativehumiditydepends
strongly on air temperature. A relative hu-
midity of 0% indicates a total absence of
water partic1es in the air. In the evening and
at night, RH values can rise to 80-90%, while
in dense fog the RH is virtually 100%. Typi-
cal daytime RH values OIebetween 60% and
70% in sunny weather.

Professional meteorologists measure RH

with a wet and dry bulb hygrometer. This
consists of two mercury-in-glass ther-
mometers mounted side by side. The dry
bulb thermometer shows the air tempera ture
in the usual way, while the other has its bulb
kept moist continually (by means of a srnall
reservoir mounted underneath it) and ex-
posed to an adequate draught. The rate at
whieh the a.ir takes moisture from the reser-
voir depends on how far it is being saturated
with water vapour. U the air is already satu-
ra ted, it takes up no more and the two ther-
mometers read the same (that is, RH=lOO%).
The lower the humidity of the ambient air,
the more it tends to take up moisture, and the
lower the reading of the wet bulb ther-
mometer compared with that of the dry one.
The difference in temperature gives a highly
reliable measure of relative humidity, which
is read from tables.

Another, less aecurate, method to
measure the RH makes us of a hair. This
based on the fact that the length of a strained
hair depends on the humidity of the ambient
air. This inexpensive way of measuring the
RH is applied mainly in simple hygrometers
of the type hung up in the Iiving room.

RH measurement: the
electronic way
Unlike most electronic hygrometers, which
are based on a hygristor (a component
whose electrical resistance varies with hu-
midtty). theone described here is based on a
Philips Type Hl sensor whose capaciiance
changes with humidity. The capacitance of
this device varies between about 110 pF and
145 pF for RH values of between 10% and
90%. The RH-dependent capaeitance is used
to vary the frequency of an oscillator based
on the well-known 555 timer le - see the
circuit dia gram in Hg. 1. The RH sensor and
the external components around the 555 gtve
the oscillator a nominal frequency range
from 43.6 kHz to 33.1 kHz. Since the capacit-
anee of the sensor has a maximum tolerance

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Electronlc hygrometer
Range: 0% 10 95%
Channels: 2 (Indoor and out-

door)
Recording: continuous (Interval

= 10 mlnutes)
Measuremenl: onoo every minute
Measured values: current, day max-

imum, day minimum
Indication; percentage RH;

low, normal, high
Software; memory-resident

data logger, eau-
bration utililles and
lull-colour graph
display programs

System requlremente
IBM PC XT, AT, 386. or compalible
640 KByte RAM
EGA or VGA display adapter
DOS 3.30 or later

of 15%, the lower frequency may drop to
28 kHz, while the upper frequency may rise
to abaut 52 kHz. Capacitance-to-frequency
(C-to-F) conversion is applied here to allow
the measured RH value to be carried over a
considerable distance via a cable.

The software that runs on the pe takes
care of the linearization of the sensor charac-
teristic. The method developed for this pur-
pose is remarkable because it reduces the
number of adjustments in the hygrometer to
Olle!By making use of the 6-digit frequeney
meter function provided by the measure-
ment card for pes, the electronic hygrometer
achieves a resolution of 1%.

Two Hl sensors and associated interfaces
are used since it is usually required to
measure the indoor and outdoor RH values
simultaneously. The two frequencies pro-
duced by the sensor interfaces are applied. to
the F6 (RH indoor) and F7 (RH outdoor) in-
puts of the pe measurement eard. These two
connections are located on connector K6.
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Fig, 1. Circuit diagram of the capacitance-
to-trequency converter.

The two sensors may be connected to the
computer via ordinary wire, e.g.. a a-wire
telephone cable. Cable lengths up to 15 m
(50 ft) should not present problems. Each U1-
terface requires a supply voltage of 5 V,
which is convenlently taken from the stabt-
lized +5-V supply rail brought out on COI1-

nector K6 of the pe measurement card.
Decoupling capecitors Cl and C2,and reser-
voir capacitor Ca compensate the impedance
of the (long) supply wires, which would
otherwise degrade the stability of the C-ta-F
converter. With CI, Cl and C3 fitted, the
measured value, at RR=500/0,varies no more
than 0.004% per mV of variation in the sup-
ply voltage.

Lnsorne cases, It is not desirable that the
sensor interfaces are powered by the pe. The
alternative is to build a srnall, regulated 5-V
supply based on, for example, an 7805, and
fit this in the sensor enclosure. The stability
of the C-to-F converter is best when the vclt-
age regulator is located as elose as possible to
the sensor Interface board. The endosure
used to house the sensor should offer plenty
of space for the regulator and the usual de-
coupling capacitors at its input and output.

Construction
Figure 2 shows the printed drcuit board on
which the sensor is mounted. The construc-
tion af the interface is downright simple, and
merits 110 further discussian. Ibe peB fits
exaetly in a Type E406 endosure from Bopla.
Other enclosures may be used, but may re-
qutre some driIling and filing to fit the PCB.

Drill two 1.5-mm holes in the cover af the
enclosure ta allow the connecting tenninals
of the Hl sensor ta pass. Extend the Hl ter-
ruinals with 5-cm long wires before securing
the deviee to the cover with a few drops of
two-cornponent glue. The two wires are sol-
dered to the PCB holes marked Rhc1. Drill a
hole in the side panel of the case to allow the
cable to the PC to pass. This hole should be
just large enough for the cable to pass. Fit a
strain relief on the cable at the inside of the
enclosure.

The interface must be pratected against
molsture. This is best achieved by applying a
little silicone compound on the edges of the
enclosure before this is c1osed. Also use the
eompound to seal the holes for the sensor
wires and the cable to the Pe. Lnboth cases,
apply the compound at the inside of the en-
dosu.re. Before the enclosure is closed, the
holes i.nthe bottom half must be sealed with
rompound. Like the thermometer module.
the sensor is temporarily connected to the pe
via a small piece of stripboard.

Software in action
The floppy disk supplied for this project,
ESS 1561, contains the software required for
the adjustment of the sensor. the measure-
ment rautines, and the automatie logging
routines. In addition, it eontains the first up-
date (version 1.1) of the control software for
the thermometer module. TI1e new software
is marked by an extended version of the
memory-resident data logger. u integrates
temperature and RH measurements, and
provides links for the wind speed and wind
direction modules sensors to be djscussed in
future i.nstal.ments of this article,

.. Is-~s,.ooel
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Fig. 2. Single-sided printed-circuit board tor the relative humidity sensor.

ELECTRONIC HYGROMETER

The name of the background program
has been changed from TLOGGER into
XLOGGER. The update takes into account
that XLOGGER is the only pragrarn that ad-
dresses the pe measurement card - i.e.,
XLOGGER now performs measurements
eontinuously, and adds measured values to
the log file every 10 minutes. The prograrns
for the graphics display of temperature and
relative hum.id.ity, TEMP and HUM respec-
tively, translate the data contained in the log
file into graphs on the PC screen, and at the
same time open a RAM data path to XLOG-
GER. This path allows them to receive the
current measu.rement results, i.e., maximum,
minimum and current temperature, and
maximum, minimurrt and current relative
humidity. This data transfer avoids complex
synchronizaöon protocols between XLOG-
GER and other programs, and prevents the
hardware on the pe measurement eard
being addressed simultaneously by two syn-
chronous routines, whieh would cause the
PC to crash.

The communieation between XLOGGER
and t.he cahbretion utilities, HADJUST and
TADJUSTf is similar to that described above.
XLOGGER performs 0.11 its funcnons in the
background, i.e., as a memory-resident
utility. This allows yau to use the pe as be-
fore for word pracessing or drawing. The
relative humidity is measured onee every
minute, and the temperature once every
l5 minutes. XLOGGER can be actuated by
typing XLOGGER II from the command
level. The program takes about.5O KBytes af
the base memory in the PC

.LOG and .CFG files
Users ofTLOGGER should note that log files
produced by this program (Tyymmdd.LOG)
are not compatible with the new log files
produced by XLOGGER (Xyymmdd.LOG).
Theold files may still be viewed with version
1.0 of TEMP, however, provided XLOGGER
is removed from memory. This is achieved
by typing XLOGGER IU.

The new Xyymmdd.LOG files contain

COMPONENTS LIST

Resislors:
2 100k.Q1% R1;R2

CapacItors:
1 100nF
1 22nFceramic
1 10~F16V

Cl
C2
C3

Semiconduclors:
1 TLC555 ICl

MlsceIIaneous:
1 H1humlditysensor Rhc1

(Philips Compenents 2322 691 90001)
ABSenclosure, size approx.
65,00><30 rnm: e.q., BoplaEG406
Printed cirC1J~board 900124-2
Contral softwareon disk ESS 1561
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Fig. 4. Screen layout of HADJUST (Ieft) and HUM (right).
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voltages, frequencies and binary codes only.
The calibration utilities create transfer files,
HTRANS.CFG and lTRANS.CFG, that
allow these quantities to be converted into
relative hum.idity and temperature, respec-
tively. TIRANS.CFG contains two linear
functions, whi!e HTRANS.CFG is used to
store the arithmeticaily dererrruned frequen-
eies that correspond to a relative humidity of
0%. The status windows of TADJUST and
HADJUSTshow the content ofthese transfer
files. It should be noted that the transfer files
must be saved before the sensors are recali-
brated, which may be neeessary after same
time. Without the saved transfer files, it is
impossible to convert the existi.ng log files

into the correct values.
The RAM channel conveys frequencies,

voltages and codes only. The ca.libration
points are recorded in the TCALI and
HCALI configuration files.

The rnain program, XLOGGER.EXE, uses
a configuration file, XLOGGER.CFG, from
which it reads a number of initial par-
ameters. XLOGGER.CFG is a text file which
may be opened and modified with any
ASCTI-compatible word processor. The first
text line defines the path and the directory
where the log files are stored. The path is also
used by TEMP and HUM, and rnay have to
be modified depending on your requtre-
ments. The next four Iines in XLOG-

XLOGGER- background to a complex and powerful
program

AlD converslon
XLOGGER controls the A-D convsrter on board the pe measurement card In an interesting
way. Each measurement result is based on an average of 500 measurements. The start-et-
converslon command for the ADe Is generated by the system ctock of the pe. Unfortunately.
the USER-$1 C-TIM ER-TICK Interrupt can not be used wrthout modilications because it would
result in excessive wait tirnes for 500 or so conversions. This interrupt ls executed at a rate
of only 18.2 Hz. which is so slow tnat it WOuid causa the total conversion time to rise to
27.5 seconds. XLOGGER reduces fhe conversion time to 5 seconds by reprogramming the
prescaler in tne system clock. When XLOGGER is instaJled, the standard Interrupt BIOS
routine $0'8, which controls, among others. the real-time dock, ano is started at the end of
the $1C handler, Is replaced by a new routine that takes care of the data acquisition
operations. Thls interrupt-$08 routine caUs the standard 810S routine (and with It interrupt-
$1 C) every 55 ms on average, so that the rsat-ttme clock contlnues to function normally.

Pop-up handler and Irequency meIer
XLOGGER uses interrupl-$1C to pulse the pao !ine when an error condition occurs.lnterrupt-
$1C also starts a so-called pop-up handler Bvery 15 seconds, The pep-up routine reads the
results of the lnterrupt-ccntrolled frequency measurement. starts the next measurement with
a new channel number, and adds the captured values 10the log liIe every ten minutes. The
marn advantage of the pop-up handler is that DOS operations such as disk 110 may continue
to run asynchronously. Sy virtue of the pop-up handler, tha fact that DOS is not 're-antrant'
is no stumbllng block any more in the development ot interrupt routines and memory resident
programs. When the pop-up hancUer ls run, the PBO Hne is briefly actuated.

InstalllUnlnSlall
When XLOGGER ts started, the presenee 01 a valid parameIer, Ihe 11(inslall) or tU (uninslall)
switch. ts checked. The program terminates with an error message when the parameter is
missing or incorrect. When the 11 option ls used, XlOGGER is installed only when it is not
al ready present in the memory. The uninstall option, IU. works only 11no other memory-resl·
dent programs were loaded after XLOGGER. Note that DOS PRINT is a memory resident
programl

GERCFG are the labels, or names, assigned
to the sensors. These labels are used by TAD-
JUST, HADJUST, TEMP and HUM, and may
be changed if necessary.

One line of text has been added to
ADCF.CFG - this will be reverted to below.

Interrupts
XLOGGER can not be used without the
hardware on the pe measurement card.
Since the hygrometer makes use of the fre-
quency meter on the measurement card, one
of the jumpers jP2.Jl'7 rnust be fitted to en-
able the interrupts to be handJed correctly.
First, detennine which interrupt Une is still
free in your PC (in most cases, this ts IRQ2).
Fit the respective jumper on the X-row. Next,
check that jumper JPB is fitted in position E.
The interrupt line used by XLOGGER is
found in the last line of the configuration fiJe
ADCF.CFG, and must be the same as the llne
selected by the jumper. Make sure that this is
the case by opening ADCFG.CFG with your
ward processor, or typing TYPE ADCF.CFG,
arid looking at the interrupt number. lf
necessary, change the number to match the
hard ware interrupt selection.

Software: features and
applications

HADJUST
This is the calibration program for the hy-
grometer function. The layout of the sereen,
and the use of puil-down menus are similar
to those ofTADJUST, wh ich may already be
familiar from the earlier article on the ther-
mometer module. Adjusting the RH sensor
is much less complicated than the tempera-
ture sensor because it involves only one set-
ting fOTeach sensor. This is achieved by
virtue of purposely written calibration rou-
tines contalned in the HADJUST program.
The principle of linearization is explained
separately elsewhere in this artic1e. Before
the calibration is started, the two sensors are
placed in an environment of which the
relative humidity is knownIt is best to use a
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calibrated hygrometer for this purpose, and
you may need to go to your local weather
eentre to ask for assistance.

InstalI XLOGGGER, and run the HAD-
JUST utility. The menu appears, and two
windows, one eontaining the calibration
status, the other the currently rneasured
values. When the program is run for the first
time, the calibration window shows a de-
fault status, which is simply a rough esti-
mate of the expected calibration data. The
other window displays the frequencies pro-
d uced by the two sensors. From the installa-
tion of XLOGGER, it takes about one minute
be fore the MO frequencies are measured for
the first time. Until then, the frequeney vari-
ables remain at nought. The Currently
Measured Values (CMV) window also
shows the relative humidity values denved
from the frequencies and the calibration
status.

When the first frequency measurement is
complete, seleet the 'inside' option from the
menu, after which the ~DIT Hf window is
operred. Press the return key, and enter the
actual humidity (the value read frorn the ref-

erence hygrorneter) at the cursor locatlon.
You will notice that the calfbration status
and the calculated relative humidity are
automatieally updated. The other sensor
(option 'outside') is calibrated likewise.

Leave the program via the 'quit' option,
and subsequently seleet 'update' to save the
transfer and calibration files. Da not select
'abandon' at this stage, as this will terminate
the program without storing the prevlously
obtained calibration data.

HUM
HUM (for humidity) handles the graphics
presentation of eurrently measured as weil
as previously saved va lues. The screen
layout of HUM is besically the same as that
of TEMP. HUM displays two analogue hy-
grometers with an RH percentage seale in
the left-hand bottom corner of the display.lt
should be noted that RH measurements are
carried out only when XLOGGER has been
installed. The current R.I--:T value is also
shown numerically on the screen, tagether
with the minimum and maximum values
measured during the last 24 hOUTS.The anal-

ELECTRONIC HYGROMETER BI
ague RH meters have scale areas marked
'low' (fcr RH values srnaller than 45%), 'nor-
mal' (far RH values between 45% and 65%),
and 'high' (for RH vaJues greater than 65%).

The cantral menu appears in the top left-
hand corner of the screen, while the auto-
ranging 24-hour graphs take up most of the
right-hand side of the sereen. Below the
graphs you find the name of the log file and
the minimum and maximum values in this.

Finally, function keys F3 and F4 aIIow
you to request the RH value logged at every
full hour. The other function keys serve to se-
lect eertain program options: a graphies or
non-graphics graticule; inside RH or outside
RH graph or both; producing hardcopy
(Epson FX-85 mode only): loading another
log file; and leeving the prograrn. 0

References:
1. "Computer-controlled weather station -
Part 1: indoor/outdaor thermometer", Elek-
tor Electronics March 1991.
2. "Multifunction measurement card for
pes", Elektor Electronics January and Fe-
bruary 1991.

___ ~ HUMIDITY SENSOR CALIBRATION - WITH A SINGLE ADJUSTMENT ~ .. --
The Type H1 humidity sensor from Philips
Components is basically a non-polarized ca-
pacitor whose capacitance depends on the
humidity of the alr around it. The dielectric
eonsists of a non-ccnductive foil with a thln
gold layer at both sides. The two gold layers
form the electrodes In this sensor. The dielee-
trlc constant, e, of the toil is a funetion of the
atmospharic humidity. The absolute capaclt-
ance ot the capaeuer is caleulatad fram
Eq. (1). In the equation, r is the relative hu-
midity, A the surtace of the electrodes. and d
the thlckness of the foil. Unfortunately, the
characteristic of the sensor is non-linear (see
the curves below). This means that converting
a measured capacitance (er a trequency
which ls lnversely related 10the capacitance)
into a relative hurnidity vaiue is not so simple.
A further complicating tactor is that the real
characteristics of the tWQ sensors you have
ne somewhere between 1he Cmax and emin
curves. This spread is caused by production
tolerances on the thiekness of the dielectric.
The problem withthe spread can be solved by
basing all calculations on the capacitanee fac-
tor, Kir),calculated frorn Eq. (2), instead of on
the absolute capacitance. Substituting Eq. (t)

Table 1. RH - K correlatlon

r(%) K(%l

tO 2.135
20 4.265
30 6.463
40 8.865
50 11.433
60 14. t30
70 t6.918
80 19.767

90 23.238

In Eq. (2) proves that KI<jis independent of
Ihe thickness of Ihe dielectrie. Eq. (31 shows
that the dieJectric eonstanl, E(r}o is the single
faetor that determines the actual capacltance.
This means tnat Kir) ls Independent of the
spread on the sensors, so that it can be used
as a repeatable starting polnt. Table 1 shows
a few discrete values of K(rJ. Remember, K(()
ls expressed as a percentage.
In effect, the osclilator frequeney is measured
instead of the sensor capacltance. The fre-
queney is an inverse funetion of the capacit-
ance, In Eq. (4), parameters a and bare
oscillator-dependent conslants which nave
no further signiflcanee here. Combining
Eq. (1) with Eq. (4) ylelds Eq. (5). Finally,
suosntuuon of Eq. (5) in Eq. (3) yields the
output Irequency formula, Eq. (7).

Calculatlons
Assuming that '101 is known, Eq. (6) enablas
us to calculate the eapacitanee factor on the
basts of a measured frequeney !ft}. The
relative humidity (RH) associated with the
value of K{r) may then be deduced, by inter-
polation, from Table 1.
The frequeney at 0% RH, '(0). ts also ceter-

mined arithmetleally. This Is done by pertor-
ming a frequeney measurement at orte,
known, RH value. The capacitance faetor fol-
lows from Table 1 via inverse interpolation.
Next

1
the measured frequeney and the result

ot the interpolation are entered into Eq. (7}.
The result ls a frequency, f{Q), expressed in
Hertz.

[F] Eq. (1).

'''"''

[%] Eq. (2).

Substituling Eq. (1) in Eq. (2) yields:

[%1 Eq. (3).

The oscillator frequeney ls a function of the
numtdlty as expressed by

[Hz! Eq. (4).

Subslituting Eq. (1) in Eq. (4) yields:

axd [Firn! Eq, (5).
Axbxjl')

Substituting Eq. (5) in Eq. (3) yiefds:

[%] Eq. (6).

After catlbration, Eq. {6}can re rewritten as

[Hz! Eq. (7).
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the capacitance-
to-frequency converter.

The two sensors may be connected to the
computer via ordinary wire, e.g., a 4-wire
telephone cable. Cable lengths up to 15 m
(50 ft) should not present problems. Each in-
terface requires a supply volta ge of 5 V,
which is conveniently taken from the stabi-
lized +5-V supply rail brought out on con-
nector K6 of the PC measurement card.
Decoupling capacitors Cl and C2, and reser-
voir capacitor C3compensate the impedance
of the (long) supply wires, whieh would
otherwise degrade the stability of the C-to-F
converter. With Cl, C2 and C3 fitted, the
measured value, at RH=50%, va ries no more
than 0.004% per mV of variation in the sup-
ply voltage.

In some cases, it is not desirable that the
. sensor interfaces are powered by the PC The
alternative is to build a small, regulated 5-V
supply based on, for example, an 7805, and
fit this in the sensor enelosure. The stability
of the C-to-F converter is best when the volt-
age regulator is located as elose as possible to
the sensor interface board. The enelosure
used to house the sensor should offer plenty
of space for the regulator and the usual de-
coupling capacitors at its input and output.

Construction
Figure 2 shows the printed circuit board on
whieh the sensor is mounted. The construc-
tion of the interface is downright simple, and
merits no further discussion. The PCB fits
exactly in a Type E406 enelosure from Bopla.
Other enelosures may be used, but may re-
quire some drilling and filing to fit the PCB.

Drill two l.5-mm holes in the cover of the
enelosure to allow the connecting terminals
of the H1 sensor to pass. Extend the H1 ter-
minals with 5-cm long wires before securing
the device to the cover with a few drops of
two-component glue. The two wires are sol-
dered to the PCB holes marked Rhc1. Drill a
hole in the side panel of the case to allow the
cable to the PC to pass. This hole should be
just large enough for the cable to pass. Fit a
strain relief on the cable at the inside of the
enelosure.

The interface must be protected against
moisture. This is best achieved by applying a
little silicone compound on the edges of the
enelosure before this is elosed. Also use the
compound to seal the holes for the sensor
wires and the cable to the PC In both cases,
apply the compound at the inside of the en-
elosure. Before the enelosure is closed, the
holes in the bottomhalf must be sealed with
compound. Like the thermometer module,
the sensor is temporarily connected to the PC
via a small piece of stripboard.

Software in action
The floppy disk supplied for this project,
ESS 1561, contains the software required for
the adjustment of the sensor, the measure-
ment routines, and the automatie logging
routines. In addition, it contains the first up-
date (version 1.1) of the control software for
the thermometer module. The new software
is marked by an extended version of the
memory-resident data logger. It integrates
temperature and RH measurements, and
provides links for the wind speed and wind
direction modules sensors to be discussed in
future instalments of this artiele.
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Fig. 2. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the relative humidity sensor.

ELECTRONIC HYGROME~

The name of the background program
has been changed from TLOGGER into
XLOGGER. The update takes into account
that XLOGGER is the only program that ad-
dresses the PC measurement card - i.e.,
XLOGGER now performs measurements
continuously, and adds measured values to
the log file every 10 minutes. The programs
for the graphies display of temperature and
relative hurnidity, TEMP and HUM respec-
tively, translate the data contained in the log
file into graphs on the PC screen, and at the
same time open a RAM da ta path to XLOG-
GER. This path allows them to receive the
current measurement results, i.e., maximum,
minimum and current temperature, and
maximum, minimum and current relative
humidity. This data transfer avoids complex
synchronization protocols between XLOG-
GER and other programs, and prevents the
hardware on the PC measurement card
being addressed simultaneously by two syn-
chronous routines, which would cause the
PC to crash.

The communication between XLOGGER
and the calibration utilities, HADJUST and
TADJUST, is similar to that described above.
XLOGGER performs all its functions in the
background, i.e., as a memory-resident
utility. This allows you to use the PC as be-
fore for word processing or drawing. The
relative humidity is measured once every
minute, and the temperature once every
15 minutes. XLOGGER can be actuated by
typing XLOGGER /1 from the command
level. The program takes about 50 KBytes of
the base memory in the PC

.LOG and .CFG files
Users of TLOGGER should note that log files
produced by this pro gram (Tyymmdd.LOG)
are not compatible with the new log files
produced by XLOGGER (Xyymmdd.LOG).
The old files may still be viewed with version
1.0 ofTEMP, however, provided XLOGGER
is removed from memory. This is achieved
by typing XLOGGER /U.

The new Xyymmdd.LOG files contain

C~paplt()rs":
S11'OOnF 0r
$pi 22nFiceramic"1'
401 10IlP"16V&

& f

SelTlicondueton'i:
*1 TtC555



MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES - PART 8
Measurements in digital circuits

MEASUREMENTS in digital eireuits fal!
into two categories:(I) voltage, current

and resistanee; and (2) data. The first care-
gory presents no problems other than those
already discussed in previous instalmerns of
this article. The measurement of data and
associated circuits will be described in this
part in the series.

Measurement
technlques

tor digital cncune

7 =;
Measurement Measurement
tecnntques tectmrques

,~r Investlgatlng the or investigatlng th
eslgn er tne circuil cata !low

. multImeier • osdlloscope

. o5cllloscope . logle ~nalyser

900113·VIII· 11

Fig. 1.Measurements in digital circuits laI!
into two categories.

Techniques for examining
circuit design
Typical of digital circuit designs is the use
of densely populated printed-circuit boards,
whose tracks, owing to space limitation, are
extremely thin. This makes faultfinding par-
tieularly difficult and ir is, therefore, advis-
able to carry out a thorough inspection of
the board before any work on it is begun.
For this, an ohmmeter, multimeter, oscillo-
scope wirh component tester or a simple
continuity tester is perfectly adequate.

Once the board has been populated, a
multimeter is useful only for checking the
various supply volrages. A eomponent tester
isaiso very useful: this quickly shows whether
acomponent is all rightordefect. Voltage lev-
els and edges of digital signals can bechecked
with an oscilloscope,

Data pulses can cause problems with the
triggering of an oscilloscope, however. Some
oscilloscopes are, therefore, provided with
special facilities, such as pre-trigger or hold-
off. The pre-rrigger function allows ir to ex-
amine the trigger pulse just prior to irs first
mesial (see p. 41). In other words, the signal
behaviour before triggering is displayed.
The trigger pulse is then not shown at the
left-hand of the screen, but in the eentre, or

by F.P. Zantis

even at the right-hand.
The hold-off function allows the contin-

lIOUS lengthening of the delay between two
ume-base sweep voltages as shown in Fig. 2.
Pulses orother spurious signals occurring dur-
ing the hold-offtimecannot influence the trig-
gering, which is particularly useful in thecase
of aperiodic pulse bursts of constant ampli-
tude. The oscilloscope can be triggered on
different points of the waveform.

A digital storage oscilloscope is particu-
larly useful Ior measuring an aperiodic sig-
nal. Note, however, rhat in moderately priced
models shorr spurious pulses or glirches may
not all be identified The scanning rate and
srorage capacity lirnit the use of these oscil-
loscopes.

Examining the data flow
As is wel!-known, logic signals in digital

engineering can only be I (high) 01' 0 (Iow).
Errcrs caused by insufficient pulse voltage
levels or resulting from roo long a first tran-
sition duranon of the pulse can be traced
with standard test methods.

A typical problem encountered in rnea-
surements in digital circuits is that the ex-

amination of only one signal usually does
not yield enough infonnation about the func-
tioning of the circuit. Oenerally, two or, in
complex circuits, even more signals must
be examined simultaneously.

For analysis of two signals, a dual-beam
oscilloscope is required (not a dual-trace
type, because that cannotcaprure rwo fast tran-
sienr events). Examinanon of the data bus
ofan 8-bit microprocessorsystem requires an
8-channel oscilloscope. Even that is not suf-
ficieru if a conrrol signal such as 'write' or
'read' must be triggered.

Some, rather expensive, oscilloscopes
permit the simultaneous display offour sig-
nals-see Fig. 3. A dual-beam oscil!oscope
may beconverted with a multi-channel adap-
tor to make relatively simple, qualitative
test on a number of channels possible. The
major disadvantage of such adaptors is their
low chopping rate, which aUows examination
of relatively slow signals only.

Lncontrast to oscilloscopes, which mea-
sure voltage as a function oftime, logic anal-
ysers are designed primarily for exarnining
the data flow in complex digital circuits and
microprocessor systems.

A logic analyser is suirable for testing hard-

Signal

vcnece atthe
norucorat (x) piates

Signal

volcage et the
horizontal (x) ptares

aueree hold-off time

900113 ....11I· 12

Fig. 2. lIIustrating the hold-off lunction. At the top, this lacility is not operating. The
oscilioscope is then triggered when the electron beam is in its output position and a
leading edge appears in the signal. The wavelorm in bold print is then shown on the
screen; the picture runs across the screen. Analysis is not real!y possible. In the
lower hall, the hold-ott time is altered in a manner that ensures that triggering always
occurs at identical leading edges, so that the picture stands still. It is then possible
to identily any glitches or other short, spurious pulses clearly.
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Fig. 3. Display of four logie signals on a 4-ehannel oseilloseope.
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Fig. 4. Typieal applieation of a eombination of a logie analyser and a logie generator.
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Fig. 5. Timing diagram displayed on a logie analyser.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES - PART 8

ware as weil as software; it measures data,
that is, a pulse is considered as a bit with a
value of I Of 0, and not as a reetangular
wavefonn with a certain amplitude. At the
time of writing, logic analysers with up to
72 inputehannels arecommercially available.

A combination of a logic analyser and a
logic generator, wh ich provides sampIe bits
that can be fed to the circuit under test, is
especially useful.It a!lows theanalysis ofeir-
cuit sections even when these are driven by
external sources.

A typical application of such a combina-
ti on is shown in Fig. 4, in which the uni! on
test is controlled via a data bus and an ad-
dress bus. The logic generator provides the
addresses, data input and clock, while the
analyser records the test data.

The most important part of a logic analy-
ser is the control cornputer, whose software
serves 10 operate the analyser and to anal-
yse and display the resr results. In that pro-
cess, it is necessary for the relevant infor-
mation to be extracted from a vast mass of
data. In the simplest case, it is only neces-
sary for a given sampie bit to be triggered.
More cornplex systems permit triggering
even when, for example, the operating con-
ditions are normally set by one or a number
of data buses.

Differences between various logic anal-
ysers, reflected in their price, are manifested
panicularly in the possibilities of data ex-
traction and the way this is carried out.

111edata display on the sereen may take
various forms. Apart frorn the usual timing
diagram as shown in Fig. 5, which shows
the behaviour of signals as a function of
time, ir is also possible for the status or the
disassembler to be shown.

The sratus diagram shows the input chan-
nels in a circuit section that were deterrnined
previously by a configuration menu.

111edisassembler diagram is partieularly
useful for an analysis of the interaction be-
tween hardware and software. The recorded
data show the converted machine code of
the computer system on test in mnemonic
form. This process is called disassembly.

Every logic analyser is provided with
special probes that facilitate proper connec-
tion of the many inputs to the unit under
test. It is, of course, essential that fast pulse
bursts be transmitted only via short lines
rhat introduce no or negligible losses.

111e probes contain drivers that amplify
the signal prior to transmission to the ap-
propriate analyser input. •

Reference:

'Logicanalyser' (5 parl$),Elektor Electronics,
January, February, April, June, July 1991.
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DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR - PART 1

by T. Giffard

The outstanding properties ot this tunetion generator are its
accurate trequency setting and very low distortion ot the

sine-wave output. It is, theretore, eminently suitable tor use as
an a.f. generator tor test and design.

UNLIKE many function generators pro-
duced over the past 15 years or so, the

one described here is NOT based on the
ubiquitous XR2206, but on discrete compo-
nents. Although this doesnotnecessarilymake
it easier to construct, digital Jes are fairly
inexpensive and a digital circuit has fewer
calibration points.

Basic design
The block cliagrarn inFig. I.shows thetthede-
sign is based on four printed-circuit boards, in-
dicated by the dashed lines. The heart of the
frequency-synthesis board at the top left is
the phase-locked loop (PLL). A phase com-
parater compares the output frequency of a
crystal oscillator with that of a voltage-con-
trolIed oscillator (VCO). Any phase d iffer-
ence between the two signals causes the com-
para tor to generate a voltage that is used to syn-
chronize the VCO with the reference oscilla-
tor.

The wanted output frequency of the gen-
erator is determined by the divisor of a di-
vider in the PLL, which is set by means of a
keyboard on the front partel. The divider also
provides the information for the four-digtt
LED display.

The YCO and the display share a com-
mon power supply, although thesupply volt-
age to the VCO is 6.6 V, whereas thar to the
remainder of the circuit is 6.0 V.

The divider provides a reetangular sig-
nal, which is directly proportional to the out-
put frequency of the generator, to a digital-
to-analogue (D-A) converter. This converter
consists of a shift regtster and an appropri-
ate resistance network.

Each period of the wanted sine-wave sig-
nal is built up of 32 clock pulses provided
by the divider. This means that the clock sig-
nal for the D-A conversion must be between
32 Hz and 3.2 MHz if the generator is to pro-
vide an output frequency of 1 Hz to 100 kHz.

Since, in addition to the high precision of
the wave shaping, the D-A converter is Iol-
lowed by a phase-locked filter, the distor-
tion factor is even smaller than that of a Wien-
bridge type sine-wave generator commonly
used for a.f. design and test measurements.
Usually, function generators produce a sine
wave that is converted into reetangular and
triangular signals of the same frequency: this
techniquedoes notresult in low distortion fac-
tors.

Fig. 1. General view 01 the digital lunetion generator.

Technical data

Sinewave Rectangular Triangular

Frequency 1 Hz-99.99 kHz 1 Hz-99.99 kHz 10 Hz-99.99 kHz

Output voltage 1 Vrms. e.mJ. 0-12 V e.m.f. 0-12 V e.m.f.

0.9-1 Vrms into 50n o-s Vpp in to 50n 0-6 Vpp into 50n

Offset ±2.5 V (Uo~O V) ±12 V ±12 V

±4.75 V (Uo~1 Vrms)

Output impedance 600n 50n 50n

Frequency stability Three digits belter than shown on display

Frequency resolution 0.01% 01full-scale reading

Third-harmonic

distortion 0.03% typical

Siew rate 130 V!~s

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OCTOBER 1991
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Fig. 2. Block diagram 01the digital lunction generator.

After the amplitude has been set, the sine-
wave signal is fed to the output socket via a
buffer amplifier.

For the other two wave forms, the shift reg-
ister in the sine-wave section is used as a di-
vider to ensure that the frequency remains the
same as that of the sine-wave signal. The sfg-
nal is fed to the reetangular /triangular out.
put socket via a voltageamplifier, chenge-over
selector and power amplifier. At the same time,
it is used to drive an operational transcon-
ductance amplifier (OTA) which converts
the reetangular signal into a triangular one.

Divisors
An expanded, more detailed block diagram
of the PLL frequency synthesis section is
given in Hg. 5. Apart from the crystal oscil-
lator, the VCOand thepresettabledivider, the
section contains several more dividers and

-
eCK ~(.D -PHASECO,",'ARUOIIII "l:öicCI~" R~K 121 ;~IC

1I00~
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Fig. 3. Mode 01operation 01phase comparator IC,. Fig. 4. Internal circuit diagram 01the Type 74HC696 counter.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram 01the phase-Iocked loop (PLL) section.



TEST & MEASUREMENT

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl .22 k.Q

R2,RI4,RI5.RI7,RI9 =1 MQ
R3. 10 Q
R4 .470 Q

R5.390Q
R6,R7,Rl0,R20,R22. 100 k.Q
R8,R9,RI3,R18,R21.R23 = 10 k.Q
Rll,R12,R16,R61-R65.R67,

R68 = 47 k.Q
R30-R60 • 470 Q
R66,R69 = 1 k.Q

Capacltors:
Cl = 100pF
C2 = 45 pF trimmer
C3.C51-C53 = 100 nF ceramie
C4 = 47 ~F, 10 V. tantalum
C5 = 10 ~F, 40 V, bipolar, radial
C6,C44 = 100 VF, 10 V, radial
C7,C8 = 47 nF
C9,Cl0,CI2.C14,CI5,CI7,

C18 = 100 nF
Cll=470nF
CI3,CI6=3.3nF
CI9-c37,C45 = 100 nF, eeramie
C3a-c41 ,C50 = 47 nF, eeramie
C42 = 1000 ~F, 25 V, radial
C43 = 10 VF, 10 V, radial

Semiconductors:
Dl = BB 212
D2-D6,Dl0 = lN4148
D7 = lN4001
D8,D9,Dl1 = LED, 3 mm
BI = B80C1500
LD1-LD4 = HD 11310
T1-T4 = BC 547 B
T5=BC557B
ICI = 74 HC 4060
IC2 = 74 HC 40103
IC3 = 4013
IC4 = 74 HC 4046
IC5 = 74 HCU 04
IC6 = 74 HC 4040
IC7 = 74 HC 151
IC8 = 4059
IC9,IC10 = 74 HC 4518
ICll = 4067
IC12 = 74 HC 4017
ICI3-ICI6 = 74 HC 696
IC17 = 74 HC 682
IC18,IC20 = 4093
IC19 = 4001
IC21 = 7806
IC22-IC25 = 74 HC 4543

Miscellaneous:
Xl = quartz crystal 5.12 MHz
81,82,84,86,87 = push-to-make

switch
53 = double change-over switch
85 • 8P8T switch
Tr1 = mains transformer,

secondary 9 V, 500 mÄ
PCS 910077-1
PCB91 0077-2
Front panel foil 91 0077-F
Kl, K3 • 34-way D-type plug tor

pes mounting
K2 = 14-way D-type plug

for peB mounting
L 1 = 45 turns 0.2 mm dia.

enameued copper wire on
Neosid Type 7Al S former
(= 19VH)
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counters.
The heart of the seetion is IC4, which COI1-

tains the phase comparator and a VCO that
is not used here. The comparator compares
the two input signals, ein (the reference fre-
quency) andSin (thesignal frequency). Its out-
put goes high when the phase of the signal
frequency leads that of the oscillator fre-
quency, and Low in the opposite situation
(see also Fig. 3). For this purpose, it uses the
first transitions. not the duty factot; of the
signals. After both transitions, irrespective
of in which order, have been received, theout-
put of the comparator has a high impedance
until the next first transition arnves. The du-
rationof the 'low' and 'high' periods is, there-
fore, directly proportional to the phase shift.

The lew-pass loop filter at the output of
IC4 determines the properties of the loop as
regards capture range, bandwidth, transient
response and stability. After passing through
this filter, the output voltage of the com-
parator controls the VCO

The state when the two signals are in per-
feet synchronization, that is, are locked, is
indicated by the LED at the LOCK output of
rC4 going out.

The reference frequency of 160 Hz is ob-
tained by dividing the 5.12 MHz oscillator
frequency by 32 000.

The requi.red frequency range of 32 Hz
to 3.2 MHz is, however, not so easily ob-
tained, because a large bandwidth leads to a
long transient responseand poorstability. That
is why the range, outside the Ioop, is split
into five by decadic divider [C~IClO: the
wanted range is se.lected by multiplexer JCll.

This means that the PLL is only active when
the highesrsub-range, thatis,320 kHz~3.2 MHz,
is selected.

The highest sub-range is itself further di-
vided into four; so that the frequency of the
VCO must be a multiple of two, whieh makes
the PLL very stable. Depending on the set
frequency, IC6~IC7divides the VCO frequency
by one, two, four or eight. The combined di-
visoroflC3band ICs,which counts down from
apreset number (max, 9 999) to 1 000, and
IC6-JC7Iies, therefore, between 16 000 and
32 000. Sirtee the frequeney of the signal fed
by 1C3b into IC, must always be 160 Hz (ref-
erencel). the frequency range of the VCO is
2.5-5.12 MHz.

The setting of the divisor within the PLL,
and thus the frequency wirhin one of the
sub-ranges. is effected by four cascaded up-
downcounters, IC13-IC16. These counters have
been set to a predetermined start value by
jump leads. The start value may be overrid-
denatanytime bypressingthe'up' ordown'
push-button key.

The set divisor is strobed by comparator
JC17, whoseoutputisaetiveas longas the ratio
is lower than 3 200. This is of importance for
the locked filter in the analogue secnon.

The signal for the analogue secnon is taken
from junction fCrleg (pins 5 and 1 respec-
nvely). The frequency of this signal lies be-

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram 01 the digital sec-
tion 01 the lunction generator.
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tween 320 kHz and 3.2 MHz.
The signal is applied to divider ICg-IC,o,

whose outputs have frequencies of 100,10-1,.

10-2,10-3 and 10-4 times that 01 the input.
The sub-range is seJected by multiplexer

Ten, whose setting is determined by a 0-4
counter.

The analogue section thus receives a sig-
nal whose frequency lies between 32 Hz and
3.2 MHzand information, from DO-D4oflC",

as to which sub-range has been selected.
The display board is fed with data repre-

senting the frequency setting via bus lines
QO-Q15, DO-D4. lt is also connected to the
'unlock' pin (PP) 01 JC4.

stage shift register JC,. The 5.12 MHz clock
is divided internaJly by 27. The resulting
40 kHz stgnals is taken frorn pin 6 and fed to
a synchronous, binary down-counter, Iez. A
start count, related to the divisor (here :125)
can be set at inputs PO-P7. From that start,
the Je counts to zero, resets itself via pin 15
and at the same time triggers Hip-flop) JC3a'

The bistable functions as a binary scaler,
which provides a pure signal with short tran-

Circuit description
Digital section
The reference oscillator is formed by fourteen-
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Fig. 7. Printed-circuit board for the digital seetion of the function generator.
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Fig. 8. Photo 01 the completed digital section board.

DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR - PART I

sition durations as required by IC4. The loop
filter consists of ~-R5--C5-C6'

The VCO consists of inverter IC5d, which
functions as an amplifier, and an LC circuit
that is tuned by dual capacitance dlode D1-

The control voltage for that diode is derived
from potential divider R,;-R7. The VCO sig·
nal is taken frorn across leSe_

The setring ofdivider IC6-ICg is rathercom-
plex. The fundamental VCO frequency ex-
ists at pin 15 of IC7; scaled by two at pin 9 of
rCo; divided by four at pin 7 of ICo; and di-
vided by eight at pin 6 of IC._ Which of these
signals is passed on depends on the three
bits at inputs A-C of multiplexer IC7_

The output of rC7 (pin 5) is fed to rC9-
IC10-IC11 and thence to the analoguesection
and isalso used as theclock forprogrammable
n-divider les. This chip consists of four cas-
caded four-bit counters, which opera te as
decade scalers. The decade range of the three
that deterrnine the thousands, hundreds and
tens is determined by appropriate bits at
each of the groups of inputs Jl3-)16, J9-)12
andJ5-J8 respecnvely, That of the fourth de-
pends on the level at inputs KA, Kll and KC
This counter deterrnines the units of the over-
all divisor. lf for instance, n is to be 1507,
)13-)16 must be set to 1000; J9-]12 to 1010;
J5-J8 to 0000; and J1-J4 to 1110.

I
I
I

s •

"k:-,.a ~"r~M
BC547':[ ~ l~

~
"~ I.. '
"f«)'

~BC557B

~,..
, ... 011

UNLOCK .:!
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Fig. 9. Circuit diagram 01 the analogue (display) seelion 01 the digital lunction generator.
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The first three are also applied to IC7 in
such a manner that when the divisor lies be-
tween 1 000 and 1 999, the VCO frequeney
divided by eight (pin 4 of JC?) is internally
coupled to the output (pin 5) 01 [C7. When
the divisor 1Sbetween 2 000 end 5 999, pin 3
(VCO frequeney divided by lour) is eon-
nected to pin 5; when it lies between 6 000
end 7 999, pins 1-2 are connected to pin 5;
and when it 15between 8 000 and 9 999, pin
15 (VCo frequency) is eoupled to pin 5. TI,e
overall divisor can. therefore. be set between
8 000 and 16 000.

The signal is applied to ICo/"""TClO,where
it is divided by powers 0110 OOL10') as de-
termined by the last transition of the clock.
The four resulting signals, as well as the di-
reet output of JC?, are applied to pin 9 01
multiplexer ICll. This makes it possible to
cover fivedecadic ranges with thesame over-
all divisor, that is, 32-320 Hz, 320-3200 Hz,
3.2-32 kl-lz, 32-320 kHz and 0.32-3.2 MHz.

The multiplexer connects one of inputs
XO-X4 or X8 to pin 1 (CoM) and thence, via
K:uto the analogue secnon.

The multiplexer is ccntrolled by DECADE
swltch Se. Combination R10--C9formsan anti-
bounce network. When 57 is pressed, a pulse
is genera ted by 5chmitt trigger TC20carid
used to clockjohnson counter TC12.Successive
outputs of lel2 go high at each clock Input.

To avoid elaborate settings of the divisor
by means of binary coded decimaJ switches
and to make presetting possible, UP and
DOWN switches, 52 and SI respectively, are
used in combination with counters TC13-TC16.
These circuits function as synchronous decade
scalers with presettableoutput latches. Figure
6 shows that these circuits consist of three
steges: the counter/divider proper; a mem-
ory (q-bit registerj: and a three-state outpur.
The circuits are cascaded in such a manner
that lCl3 processes the lowest decade, and
IC16 the lughest. Preset Inputs A-D on each
of the scalers are connected to ground or the
positive supply Une by wire brtdges or jump
leads. except pin 3 of IC16, which is con-
nected permanently to +6 V to ensure that
the start-up value is always 1 000. It is, of
course. possible to set this value to a lugher
number.

The counters may operate ineither of tWQ
modes,determined by RECALL/U-Dswiteh
55' lf their pin 11 is high, the output bulfer
writes the content of the register, wh ich in
its turn stores the data of the counters when
a firsttransitionappearsatpin 9 (RCLK).This
transition is genera ted by switeh 56(STORE).
In practtce, this means that, when S5 is set to
RECALL,S6 must be pressed bnefly to ensure

that the counter status is stored and passed
to the output of the IC. When 55 is set to
U/D, pressing 56 causes the counter status
to be written into the register when the les
receive the dock signal attheirpin 2. Depending
on the level at pin 1, the counters COWlt up
or down at every first transition.

The correct timing of the above process is
ensured by the networks associated with

oo
o 000

oo o
0000

Fig. 10. Printed circuit board tor the analogue (display) section ot the generator.
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STORE RECAU
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Fig. 11. The toil tor the tront panel is available through our Readers' services.
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DIGITAL FUNCTlON GENERATOR - PART I

Fig. 12. Photo of completed analogue (disptay) section board.

switches S1and 52-
When 51 is pressed, a reetangular pulse is

generated by lC18a and applied directly to
the UfD input of IC13-IC,6' The frequency
ofthe pulse isdetermined by Cjj and C13.The
dock is delayed slightly by network R,s-C

'
8

and inverted by IC18CIC'8d-IC'9b-IC'9d-
1C20band then applied to pins 2. This ar-

rangement ensures that the level at UfO is
always low before the first transition arrives.

When 52 is pressed, a pulse is genera ted
by IC'8b whichensures thatpins 1 remain high
so that the les can count upwards.

Switch S3 enables seJection of a low or
fast clock. The clock speed can be altered by
changing the values of CD and C16 (fast: 53

open) or C12 and CIS (slow: S3 closed).
Although the dock is connected to alJ four

pins 2, the les da not count identically, be-
cause the ReO output of ICn enables the
ENT input of IC14 only when in counter po-
sition nine the next first transition arrtves, that
is, at every tenth Input pulse. The same hap-
pens between leu and ICls and between
JC,5 and IC,6.

Gates IC'9,-M, IC,8d and a (discrete) OR
gate disable the counters when position 1000
or 9999 is reached. For instance, when the
10 OOOthpulse is received, the RCO outpur
OiIC,6 is applied to NAND gate IC,8b so that
theclock Is disabled. The same happens when
the four highest bits, Q12-Q15, are low si-
multaneously (divisor <1000) and the out-
put of the wired-OR gatc. D,-Ds, is also low.

The counters can be reset to the start value
by pressing the DEFAULTswitch, 54'Network
JC20a-C1I-R15 generates the required pulse,
which is applied to the LOAD input.

Analogue (display) seetion
The display section (circuit diagram in Fig. 9
is constructed on a separate board, shown in
Fig. 11 (see also Fig. 10). All inputs to the sec-
tion are via plug and socket (Kl)'

TheQ-bus is split into four. Each of the four
groups is coupled to a BCD-to-seven-bitcon-
verter, lC2TlC25, which drive the fourdisplay
segments. The decimal pointsand theHz/kHz
LEDs are controlled via the DO-D41ines.

Diode Dlliights when the PLLis not locked.

The secend instaimen t ofthis threc-part article will
be published in Dur November 1991 issue.

Anatomy of 0 practical pulse
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TECHNICAL literature is sprinkled with
vague, rnisleading and ambiguous terms

applied to a pulse. What does the terrn 'pos-
itive edge' mean when applied 10 a negative
pulse? Is it the 'positive-going' edge, that
is, in this case, the last transition, previously
called 'decay' or 'fall' time, or is it the 'first
transition', previously 'leading edge'?

Another common error is to assume that
the 'pulse duration (or width)' is the dura-
Lion between the first and last proxirnals,
whereas, in fact, ir is the duration between
the pulse start and stop lines.

Ir should also be noted that the term 'duty
cycle ' should not be used in connection with
pulses; the proper term for the ratio of the
pulse duration to the pulse repetition period
of a periodic pulse train is 'duty factor '.

Fortunately, there are national and inter-
nationalstandards(among them BritishStandards
and IEC) that normalize the terms describ-
ing properties of a pulse waveform: the rnost
important are shown in the drawing. •
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tween 320 kHz and 3.2 MHz.
The signal is applied to divider IC9-IClO,

whose outputs have frequencies of 100,10-1,
10-2,10-3 and 10-4 times that of the input.

The sub-range is selected by multiplexer
ICn, whose setting is determined by a 0-4
counter.

The analogue section thus receives a sig-
nal whose frequency lies between 32 Hz and
3.2MHz and information, from DO-D4ofIC iz-

as to which sub-range has been selected.
The display board is fed with data repre-

senting the frequency setting via bus lines
QO-Q15, DO-D4. It is also connected to the
'unlock' pin (PP) of IC4.

stage shift register IC1. The 5.12 MHz dock
is divided internally by 27. The resulting
40 kHz signals is taken from pin 6 and fed to
a synchronous, binary down-counter, IC2. A
start count, related to the divisor (here :125)
can be set at inputs PO-P7. From that start,
the IC counts to zero, resets itself via pin 15
and at the same time triggers flip-flop) IC3a.

The bistable functions as a binary scaler,
which provides a pure signal with short tran-

Circuit description
Digital seetion
The reference oscillator is formed by fourteen-
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Fig. 7. Printed-circuit board for the digital section of the function generator.
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The first three are also applied to IC7 in
such a manner that when the divisor lies be-
tween 1 000 and 1 999, the VCO frequency
divided by eight (pin 4 of IC7) is internally
coupled to the output (pin 5) of IC7. When
the divisor is between 2 000 and 5 999, pin 3
(VCO frequency divided by four) is con-
nected to pin 5; when it lies between 6 000
and 7999, pins 1-2 are connected to pin 5;
and when it is between 8 000 and 9 999, pin
15 (VCO frequency) is coupled to pin 5. The
overall divisor can, therefore, be set between
8 000 and 16 000.

The signal is applied to IC9-IClO, where
it is divided by powers of 10 001-104) as de-
termined by the last transition of the dock.
The four resulting signals, as weil as the di-
rect output of IC7, are applied to pin 9 of
multiplexer IC11. This makes it possible to
cover five decadic ranges with the same over-
all divisor, that is, 32-320 Hz, 320-3200 Hz,
3.2-32 kHz, 32-320 kHz and 0.32-3.2 MHz.

The multiplexer connects one of inputs
XO-X4or X8 to pin 1 (COM) and thence, via
K2, to the analogue section.

The multiplexer is controlled by DECADE
swi tch S7.Combina tion R1O-C9 forms an anti-
bounce network. When S7is pressed, a pulse
is genera ted by Schmitt trigger IC20c and
used to clock Iohnson counter ICl2.Successive
outputs of IC12 go high at each dock input.

To avoid elaborate settings of the divisor
by means of binary coded decimal switches
and to make presetting possible, UP and
DOWN switches, S2and SI respectively, are
used incombination with counters IC13-IC16.
These circuits functionas synchronous decade
scalers with presettable output latches. Figure
6 shows that these circuits consist of three
stages: the counter / divider proper; a mem-
ory (4-bit register); and a three-state output.
The circuits are cascaded in such a manner
that IC13 processes the lowest decade, and
IC16the highest. Preset inputs A-D on each
of the scalers are connected to ground or the
positive supply line by wire bridges or jump
leads, except pin 3 of ICI6, which is con-
nected permanently to +6 V to ensure that
the start-up value is always 1 000. It is, of
course, possible to set this value to a higher
number.

The counters may operate in either of two
modes, determined by RECALL/U-D switch
S5. If their pin 11 is high, the output buffer
writes the content of the register, which in
its turn stores the data of the counters when
a first transition appears at pin 9 (RCLK).This
transition is generated by switch S6(STORE).
In practice, this means that, when S5is set to
RECALL, S6must be pressed briefly to ensure

that the counter status is stored and passed
to the output of the Ie. When S5 is set to
U/D, pressing S6 causes the counter status
to be written into the register when the ICs
receive the dock signal at their pin 2. Depending
on the level at pin 1, the counters count up
or down at every first transition.

The correct timing of the above process is
ensured by the networks associated with

~

o0000

Fig. 10. Printed circuit board for the analoque (display) section of the generator.
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Fig. 11. The toll for the front panel is available through our Readers' services.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

A review of coding theory
by Brien P. McArdle

1. Introduction
The general area of Coding Theory für telecommunications and
compuier applicarions 18 reviewed 10 provide a simple introduction
to the subject. For further information, the reader should consult the
books in the reference secnon.

There is no formal definirion of a code. Essemially, messages are
represented in sorne form more easily transmitred than normal writ-
ten language. Ln this article, a code is a digital electronic signal that
represents a message symbol, such as a letter Cf number. Für exarn-
ple, a teleprinrer code would have to have a signal for every possi-
ble symbol (26 letters, 10 numerals and other symbols) and signals
für every operation (that is, space, carriage return and line feed con-
trols), Figure I shows the arrangement.

Source Encoder e-Source Alphabet lail Encodlng Operalion E

Channel

Decoder Receiver,.,
Decoding Operation E

910102·11

Fig. 1. Encodingj decoding operation.

An encoding operation E turns a message symbol Gj into coded
form for transmission over a channel. The ser Iaj J is the source al-
phabet and t Pr(aj) I is the set of probabilities associated with this al-
phabet: Pr(aj) is the probability that Gj occurs. In normal language,
this is the probability of occurrence of letters. The word 'channel'
hasageneral meaning. It could be a cable, radio link orstorage medium
where the receiver is retrieving the messages at sorne later time.
Obviously, the receiver must be able to apply a decoding operation
E-I. Hence, the principal requirement for a satisfactory code is that
the coded symbols be uniquely decodable. In mathematical terms,
E[aj] cannot represent more than onesymbol. E[a;] cannot equal E[Gj]
unless e, andajareeffectively the same symbol. Forexample, E might

910102· 12

Fig. 2. Partition of the set of coded symbols.

not distinguish between upper and lower case letters. The decoded
messages may be printed in upper case leuers onJy. Thus, apart
from small variations that should not affect normal understanding,
the encoding operation, irrespective of its complexity or purpose,
must be exactly and uniquely reversible.

A more formal mathematical definition is that the set of coded
symbols IElaj] I rnust be uniquely partitioned (thar is, can be di-
vided into subsets that do not overlap) such that each partition can
be associated uniquely with a source symbol. Figure 2 shows the ar-
rangement.

The remainder of t.hisarticle atternpts to explain the meaning of
E in different applications, such as error-derection-correction and
encryption, It is always assumedthat the encoding operarion is uniquely
reversible unless otherwise stated. Another important assumption is
that a memory-less source is involved. The probabilities Pr(oj)s are
the probabilities of the general occurrence of these symbols in nor-
mal language. In reality, letters oceur in groups (digraphs and tri-
graphs). i before e, exce pt be fore c is a wcll-known expression.
Consequently, the probabiLity of occurrence of a partieular letter could
be influenced by preceding letters. It is also assumed that a mem-
ory-Iess source is being considered unless otherwise stated. Tbe
analysis is mostly confined to digital coding except for Section 6,
which deals with coding for analogue signaUing.

2. Different codes
Codescan beanalysed from manydifferent viewpoinrs, butengineers
are generally concerned only with two main caiegories.

(a) Fixed length codes
Every character of such a code is represented by a block of bits with
every block having the same length. A typical example would be a
computer code, such as ASCn or EBCDlC. Both of these use blocks
of eight bits. Thus, there is a total of 28 or 256 difference blocks.
Any two blocks of the same code would have to differ in at least
one bit. The blocks need not be symbols (Ietters, numbers, punctu-
ation marks) bur can be corurols (carriage return, line feed, etc.).

(b) Variable length codes
Consider an alphabet of five symbols [a, b, C, d, e ]. In (a), this
would require a code ofthree bits per block or symbol with 2L5 = 3
redundant blocks, However, if the following arrangement of three
blocks of two bits per block and two blocks of three bits per block
is used,

a=OO,b=OI,c= 10,d= IIO,e= 111,

the average length of a message would be reduced. Blocks still have
a specific length, bUI it is no longer the same fixed length, The basic
requirement for unique decoding must still be rnaintained. For ex-
ample, the bit sequence 011100011110 is easily decoded to bdaec
with no errors. This must apply for alJ combinations of the symbols.
An irnportant quantity is the average length L of a block given by

L= LP T
J J

j

[Eq. I]
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where Pj is the probability 01 occurrence 01 block type j with Tjbits.
Ideally, this should be as smali as possible tO minimize the total
number of bits per message. Ta ensure this requirement, the large
probabilities would be paired with the smalier blocks. Morse code
is another example where the cammon letter e is a dot, but : is rwo
dashes followed by rwo dots,

This particular example has a special significance in addition lO

variable length blocks. lf it is rewritten in the form of a diagram as
below, it seems to have a tree-type structure with different branches,

111 = e

9\0102 ·16

Each branch is tenninated by a symbol. The branches join together
at nodal poirus whlch do not in t.hemselves represent symbols. This
arrangement indicates an instantaneous code. This means that the
decoding operation does not require a 'rnernory'. that is, it does not
refer to blocks be fore or after any block that is being decoded. Ln
the decoding of bdaec, it was not necessary to test the 3rd bit before
deciding that the first two bits, 0 I. represented b. This property re-
mained true for the full operanon and for all decoding operations iJ-
respective of the combinations of symbols. (This should not be con-
Fused with a mernory-less source, defined earlier, where there is 110

relationship between the occurrence of different symbols.). In an
instantaneous code, 110 block can be aprefix or suffix for another
block. Huffman codes, which are tao involved 10 be considered in a
simple overview, corne into this category. However, ir rnust be ern-
phasized that any collection of blocks of varying Iengths does not
make an instanraneous code. There is a specific requirement given
by the Kraft ineqnatity

L(+) <; I
j 2 j

10 form such a code, Further analysis is outside the scope of this
paper and the reader is referred 10 the Reference Section for further
study.

3. Information theory
Information theory has steadily increased irs profile over the past
few years and it is no longer possible to study telecommunications,
especially coding, without touching on it somewhere. At first glance.
the ideas behind it can appear tao general and abstract for simple,
direct applications. The fundamental Iact is that the basic concepts
of entropy, equivocarion and channel capacity come from inforrna-
tion iheory, which, in turn, has influenced coding theory, and re-
quire sorne explanation.

There is a fundamental di fference between an electronic signal and
its value as inforruation, In sound broadcasting, un unmodulated
carrier would not convey any programme content 10 a listeuer.
Therefore, there i.s a need 10 be able ro quantify the value of a sig-
nal as information. In the 1920s. Hartley put forward the idea that
the logorithmic function could be used as a rneasure of information.
This wasoneofthe landrnarks in information rheory.If twornessages.
ai and aj' are independent,

log] Pr(ai) and Pr(aj) [=log] Pr(ai) 1+log IPr(aj) I [Eq.2]

and the base 2 is nonnaUy used. Remember that "log is not a linear
function. The idea that the information eonterus of 1wo independent
messages is simply the surn of the information of each separate
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rnessage seems instinctively correct. However, this method of rnea-
suring inforrnarion has no connection with an actual signalling sys-
tem. The entropy for A= Iaj I is given by

H(A) =- LPr(a,llogPr (a.)
J J

j

[Eq.3]

and is a measure of the average information. An allernative expla-
nation, which has become more cornmon in recent years. is that it is
a measure ofihe uncertaimy in the informarion. H(A)=O means that
Pr(aj)= land Pr(ai)=O Forall other messages. Consequently, there
is no doubt about the message. The maximum value occurs when
the probabilities are the same and all messages are equally likely. If
there are 11 possible messages, H(A) is between 0 and log(n). The di-
rnension is information bits per symbol.

Ta apply information theory to coding theary. consider Fig. 3 where
there is a noisy channel between sender A and receiver B. The joint
entropy is given by the equaiion

H(A.B)= H(A)+ H(BIA) [Eq.41

where H(B/A) is known as the conditional entropy or equivocation.
This in turn is defined as

H(BIA)= LH(Bla.lPr(a).
J J

j

[Eq.5]

In non-rnathernatical tenns. H(B/A) is a measure of the inforrna-
tion loss in rransmission, The channel capaciry is given by

C(A,B)=maximum H(A)-H(AIB). [Eq.6]

This appears correct because the lirnit on the information conveyed
over a channel is detennined by Ihe original uncertainty of that in-
formation (before receprion) reduced by the uncertainty after recep-
tion. Essential capaciry is Iimited only by noise and the Harttey-
Shannon law sets an upper lirnit of WJog( I+S/N), where W is the in-
Iormation bandwidth. S is the signal power and N is the noise power.
For technical reasons. present-day systems operate weil below this
lirnit. The reader is referred tothe Reference Section for [urther study.

SendelA + Receiver B

Noise

910102·13

Fig. 3. Communications channel.

From the point of coding and electronic engineering, Eq. 6 can
be simplified for normal use. Consider the case for a binary ehannel
where A and B represent the input and outpur respectively. Ln gen-
eral, the probabilityofa '0' or ' I' is 1/2, whichgives H(A)=log(2)=I.
(The entropy ofthe source alphabetcould becomputed from the prob-
ability of occurrence of the various symbols, but it is the ehannel
that is now under consideration.). lf pis the probability of an error
where a '0' is received as a 'I'. or vice versa, the channel condi-
tianal probabilities are

A

p
(J-p)

B o
o
I

(I-I')
P

From Eq. 5:

H(A,B)=Pr(OJ[-( l-p)log( l-p)-plog(P)l+
Pr( 1)[-( l-p)log(l-p)-plog(p)] [Eq.7]

which gives a new expression for the channel capacity:
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C(A,B) = I+plog(P)+( I-p )Iog( I-p) [Bq. 8J

in bits pet symbol. This is the usual expression in most textbooks on
telecomrnunications. lf the signalfing rate is R symbols per second,
the right-hand side is rnultiplied by R lOgive bits per secend. Thus,
inforrnation theory can be useful in the analysis of codes. The enti.re
area has become extensive and has been treated only superficially
here.

4. Errordetection and correction
Error detection and correction is one of the main applications of
coding theory and paraJleled its development. Figure 3 showed the
problems with errors where a '0' can be received as a '1' Of vice
versa. The use of the ward 'receiver ' is general in that it could rep-
resent a storage medium, and so on. lt suffices 10 say that data is
corrupted, which limits its value upon reproduction. Seetion 3
demonstrated thal channel capacity is Limited only by noise. 1'0 re-
duce the effects of errors, and therefore noise, extra bits are added
to a block of data birs to create new and larger blocks, wh ich in turn
allow errors to be identified.

Consider the (7,4) Hamming code as follows:

Position: 7 6 5 4 3 2 I

Bit:

There are three check bits in positions I, 2 and 4 which have
been derived from the data bits in the other four positions. The code
is linear in the sense that the check bits are linear combinations of
the data bits and the encoding operation is simply the application of
the three linear equations. Since every block wiJl have a total of
seven bits without exception, the code is in the fixed length cate-
gory. The position of the check bits within the block is very signif-
icant, A receiver generates the check bits from tbe received data
bits and applies the decoding rule in Appendix 1. For exarnple, if d3
has been altered, c, and c2 will not be validated and so on. The ar-
rangernent lO check five data bits is given in Appendix 2. In both
these examples, the set of coded blocks is such that the minimum
variation between any two blocks in the same set is three bits, This
isknown as theHammillg distance. The reader isreferred to Reference
2 for a more detailed explanation. The main poinl to note is thal the
rnethod identifies only one error per block. In general, r check bits
have (2'-1) possible combinations and thus r bits in a total size of n
bits rnust satisfy the condition (2'·-1)211 in order to identify and
therefore correct one error. Ta correct two or more errors per block,
a code with a larger Hamming distance and more complicated ar-
rangement would be needed.

Cyclic codes are the rnost commonJy used for error detection and
correction. These are also of the fixed length variety, For a block of
total size 11, the check bits are produced by a generator polynomial
which is a factor of (x"+ I). A typical exarnple is the specification
MPT 1317 for the rransrnission of data over radio links. The formar
is as folIows:

DATA I CHECK PARlTY
_B_il_6_4_6_3_6_2_ .._._.1_7L-I_6_1_5_._.._._2 1 _

with a block size of 64 bits. However, the first bit is for parity and
is generated by the other 63 bits. The 15 check bits are generared
from the 48 data bits using the generator polynomial

[Bq. 9]

which is a factor of (~3+ I). Refer to Appendix 3 for an exact break-
down. The data bits are the coefficients of the terms x62 down to xl5
inclusive, Some books write the data bits on the right-hand side of
the format, but this is not imporlant provided they represent the
high power terms of the polynomial. The polynomial consisting of
only the data bits is divided by g(x). The remainder is thcn added

back to produce a new polynomial such that g(x) is now a factor of
the new polynomiaJ. Since the check bits are essentially the original
rernainder, they represent the termsrl+ down ta.xO. Then a parity bit
is added in order to detect odd numbers of Is and tbe full 64-bit
block should have even parity. Refer to Appendix 4 for the genera-
tion of a parity bit. The overall result is that the code can identify
and correct up to four errors per block. This is a considerable im-
provement on the (7,4) Hamming code, but the operation is much
more involved and the block size nine times larger. To check for er-
rors, the receiver divides the polynomia! by g(x) and there should
be no remainder..

Another example is the POCSAG code for paging, which uses
the format

Bil
DATA I

32 31 30 .... I~
CHECK
11 .... 2

PARITY
I

and the generator polynomial

[Eq. 10]

which is a factor of (x31+ I). Refer to Appendix 5 for an exact break-
down. The overall method is the same with the 21 data bits gener-
ating the 10 check bits to produce a 31-bil block plus an extra par-
ity bit.

5. Encryption
Lnencryption, the E operation, defined in Section 1, represents a se-
crecy operation and is usually written as EK in most textbooks. The
parameter K is known as tbe key and its purpose is to vary the op-
eration. This is in cornplete contrast to error-detection-correction
where exactly the same operation is performed on .11 blocks with-
out exception. The importance of K is that it is generally the part of
EK that is kept secret. In a publiely known algorithm, such as the
Data Encryption Standard (DES). the complete algorithm is known.
A user chooses a key from the set of possible keys IKj and encrypis
the data. Thus, only encrypted data appears on the channel of FiJ'.. I.
The daracan berecovered by the inverseor decryption operation EK"I
which also requires the correct key. Tf the key in use is kepr secret
and only known to authorized receivers, the data is kept secret.
Obviously, IKj must be sufficiently large to prevent an unautho-
rized user from rrying each key in turn. There are a number of other
requirements that are outside the scope of this paper.

There are three main rnethods of encryption.

(a) Stream encryption
Ln Fig. 4, each bit of the da ta is added modulo 2 using an XOR logic
operation. A sequence of key bits is produced by the key generator
such that each data bit is encrypted by its own particular key bit.

d
Data
Bit

(d+k)mod2

Key k
BI\

Key Generalor

910102 .,.

Fig. 4. Stream encryption.

The authorized receiver must know the method of key generation to
reproduce the exact same sequence. The inverse operation is simply
to apply the key sequence in the correct order lOthe sequence of en-
crypted bits. lt would be LOOcomplicated to discuss the various
techniques of key generauen. but the rnost common method uses
shift registers to generate a pseudo-random binary sequence. Generally.
part of this process must be kept secret, such as the number of stages
and feedback arrangements. The current proposals to provide en-
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cryption facilities on the cellular systern GSM or for digital short-
range radio DSRR are believed ro use a form of stream encryption.
However, the information is confidential and it is very likely that
the exact method will not be made public.

(b) Block encryption
Block encryption-see Fig. 5--differs from srrearn encryption in thar
a block is encrypted as a single unit. The most widely known method
is the US Dota Encryption Standard, wh ich uses blocks of 64 bits
for input and output. The algorithrn was published in 1977 and the
exact method is for public information. The actual key is a 56-bit
block. so that the number of possible keys is 256. In operation. the
authorized receiver would know rhe particular key in use and apply
the inverse Cf decryption algorithm. Controversy has always sur-
rounded the key size and reeent articles have suggested methods for
an improved DES.

Block

Inpul Block Ope!alion Oulpul BloeE,

I'

,

K.y

910102·15

Fig. 5. Block encryption.

The main advantage over (a) is that a satisfactory block opera-
tion creates interdependence between the bits of a block. Ir one bit
of an input block is varied. a number of bits in the ourput block are
altered. However, it is generally much slower than stream encryp-
rion and caunor be used for high-speed relecommunications appli-
cations.

(c) Public key encryption
Public key encryption differs frorn the rnethods in (a) and (b) in that
part of the key is made public, whence its name. The main require-
ment is that the part whieh rnust remain seeret should not be easily
deducible from the public part. A typical exarnple is the RSA method
introduced in 1978. Each user publishes two numbers, N and e. N is
very large, of the order of 80 digits, and the product of two primes,
P and Q, while e and d sarisfy the equation

I ~ed mod(P-I)(Q-l). [Eq. 11]

Onlye is made public: d. P and Q remain secret. If user A wishes to
forward the message '(I' to user B. A looks up the parameters N and
e for Band transrnits

A REVIEW OF CODING THEORY I
processing was in use. However, codes are also used in analogue
electronics, but rheir application is rather limited. For ex am pie, in
the PMR service, CTCSS (continuous tone controlled signalling
system) has been around for a number of years. During transmis-
sion. an encoder generates a specific audio tone that modulates the
radio frequency carrier. This tone is continuous for the duration of
a message. In the absence of a CTCSS signal, the decoder at the re-
ceiving end is deacruated.

Another example is tone selective calling, such as EEA and
ZVEI. Ln these methods, a sequence offive tones is used to form an
address for a receiver. Both EEA and ZVEI have a total of 12 pos-
sible Iones. Each possible address COIlSiSIS of a set of five, which
actuates the receiver from the point ofthe user. However, despite these
exarnples, coding has remained almost exclusively digital and the cel-
lular GSM standard actually prohibits the use of tones.

On the secrecy side, ihere are voice scramblers rhat use fre-
quency Inversion, but increasingly the trend has been todigitize speech
(for instance, ADPCM~Appendix 6) and to apply the techniques
of Section 5. Coding in analogue signal processing is very restricted
and need nor be considered seriousty.
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Appendix 1

The receiver re-calculates the check bits and validates them against
rhe received values.

CI and c2 are not validated =:::} d} is incorrect
CI and ca are not validated =:::} d5 is incorrect
c2 and c4 are not validated =:::} d6 is incorrect
c., c2 and c4 are not validated ::::::}d7 is incorrect

User B recovers the original message from

[Eq. 12] The sum of the indices of the check bits indicate the loeation of
the erroneous bir. The correction process replaces a '0' by a 'I' or
vice versa. The principal difficulty is that two errors can cause a
correct bit ro be changed.

b~ae mod N.

a~iJd mod N; [Eq. 13]

since d is one of the secret pararnerers. this cannot be done by any
other user, From a secrecy point of view. an unauthorized user
would have to factor N into P and Q to caleulare d. Thus, .5 lang as
N is sufficiently large, this is impractical and the method is secure.
There are other merhods, such as the Merkle-Heltman-Knapsack
Method, but they all follow the sarne principle of a public and a pri-
vate key. Equations 12 and 13 are rhe equivalents of the encoding
and decoding operations.

6. Coding tor analogue signalling
In the preceding four sections, it was assumed that digital signal
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Appendix 2
The Hamming code for five da ta bits is d9 Cs d7 d6 d5 c4 d} c2 CI and
requires four check bits with the same procedure as in the (7,4)
code. r check bits can test up to 2r-1 locations. Für ,.=3, this gives
n~2LI, which leaves four data bits. For 1=4, there is a block size
n~15 which allows for II data bits and four check bits in the order:

Appendix 3
For a 63-bit block, the factors of the modulus are:
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(X63+ I)=(x+ 1)(x2+x+ 1)(x3+x+ I)(X3+X2+ I)(x6+x+ 1)(1-6+1'3+I)
(1-6+1'4+1'2+1'+I)(1-6+x4+1'3+1'+I)(1-6+x5+ 1)<-,-6+X5+1'2+x+I)
(X6+1'5+1'3+1'2+ I)(x6+1'5+x4+x+ I)(x6+1'5+x4+x2+ I).

Each of these factors is irreducible in that it cannot be factored
funher while keeping real coefficients that are 0 or I. In MPT 1317.
lhe generator polynomial has the following factors:

and is a factor of (x63+ I) as per the mathematical conditions.

Appendix 4
Consider the generanon of a parity bir in lhe foliowing table

d3 0011
d2 0 I 0 I
cl 0 I 10

In mathematical terrns, the appropriare generator polynomial, g(x),
divides the polynomial (dy\2+d21'+I). Let

Equating terms on each side gives

wl=d3 wl+w2=d2
w2=wl +dj =d3+d2 =c 1

as per the table. In Appendix 3, the generator polynomial is not a
factor of (,,-64+I), but of (x63+ I). The 64th parity bit has the genera-
tor polynomial (1'+1).

Appendix 5
For lhe POCSAG, the modulus has the following factors

(x3t+ l)=(x+ I )(x5+x2+ 1)(x5+x3+ 1)(.<5+1'3+x2+x+ I)
(x5+""'+x2+x+ I)(X5+14+1'3+x+ I)(x5+x4+xl+x2+ I)

and the generator polynomial consists of the factars

and thus divides (xl 1+I).

Appendix 6
ADPCM (adaptive differential pulse code rnodulation) was ac-
cepted by the CCITT in 1984 for encoding speech. Each sampled
speech signal is originally encoded into a 12-bit block. This is com-
pared with 16 quantizing levels and the nearest level chosen. This
means lhat a block of 12 bits can now be replaced by a block of only
four bits, The actual mechanism is quite complicated and is consid-
erably different from peM. The final resulL is a transmission rate of
12 kbit/sec, •

FOUR- TERMINAL NETWORKS - PART 1
Getting to grips with attenuators

by Steve Knight, BSc

Most electronic equipment has an attenuator or attenuators of one
sort or another. The object of these is to reduce to manageable

levels a signal we have elsewhere worked like mad to build up. The
usual objective is to turn out more than we want, then cut it down to
the size we do want. This might sound like an easy option but, like
many other things electronic, what we want and what we get aren't
always identical. So, apart from the intrusion of Sod's Law which

reigns universally, I hope that what follows will cast a ray of light on
the often neglected subject of attenuator systems.

"\ -X TE might define transmission networks
VV in general rerms as circuits that have

two input terminals and two ourput termi-
nals which are introduced between a gener-
ator and its load impedance. These nerworks,
which are referred to as four-terminal net-
works, have properties that depend on lhe
work they have to da in the transmission
system; in the case of an attenuator, which
is our main concern, it rnust enable us to ob-
tain as Output same desired fraction of the
input whicb is entirely independent ofthe sig-
nal frequency. Clearly, such an anenuator sys-
tem must be bui1t up from purely resistive

Load
Impedance

Z

elements, since reactive components will lead
to frequency discrimination over all or cer-
tain parts of the band. Further, existing im-
pedance conditions in the system into which
the attenuator is introduced must not be dis-
turbed.

The most elementary attenuator of all is
lhe potential dividernetwork lhatusually turns
up in the form of a variable resistor, Figure I
shows the system; our input goes berween ter-
minals land 2 and we get the output from
terminals 3 and 4. This is a four-terminal
network, two of whose terminals are com-
moned, and we obtain an output that can be
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Fig. 1. Elementary attenuator.
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the size we do want. This might sound like an easy option but, like
many other things electronic, what we want and what we get aren't
always identical. So, apart from the intrusion of Sod's Law which

reigns universally, I hope that what follows will cast a ray of light on
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"\ -X TE might define transmission networks
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nals which are introduced between a gener-
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which are referred to as four-terminal net-
works, have properties that depend on lhe
work they have to da in the transmission
system; in the case of an attenuator, which
is our main concern, it rnust enable us to ob-
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input whicb is entirely independent ofthe sig-
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tem must be bui1t up from purely resistive
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elements, since reactive components will lead
to frequency discrimination over all or cer-
tain parts of the band. Further, existing im-
pedance conditions in the system into which
the attenuator is introduced must not be dis-
turbed.

The most elementary attenuator of all is
lhe potential dividernetwork lhatusually turns
up in the form of a variable resistor, Figure I
shows the system; our input goes berween ter-
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terminals 3 and 4. This is a four-terminal
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moned, and we obtain an output that can be
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Fig. 1. Elementary attenuator.
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a fraction of the input Iying between the lirn-
its of 0 and 1. This is, no doubt, quite a sat-
isfactory arrangement for turning the vol-
urne up and down on a radio receiver, but it
fails dismally if we harbour ambitions for
making precise quantitative measurements.
Outside ofthe simplest applications to wh ich
such an attenuator might be put, the disad-
vantages are not hard to find.

The outpur has to feed into some kind of
load impedance; assurne for a moment that
this is resisrive. What the inputtenninals 'see',
therefore, is not a constant resistance, but
one that is made up of a non-linear combi-
nation of two resistances in parallel. Hence,
the generator loading is variable and the po-
tential difference-p.d.-at the input termi-
nals is itself chan ging as the attenuator is
operated. Not really the sort of thing we
want if we are concemed with exactly how
much attenuation we are getting and how it
might affect the characteristics of the trans-
mission path. What do we require from an
attenuatorifit is todoa worthwhilejob? Weil,
we want it to introduce any needed degree
of attenuation, but at the same time we want
the input and output resistances to be such
that the impedance conditions existing in
the circuit are not upset in any way: if I
wanr to insert an attenuator into a 300 n
line, the attenuator impedance must also be
300 Q.

Let us see how weU-defined characteris-
ties can be applied to attenuator networks so
that we can get the quantitative results we
want for our own particular requirements,

Basic characteristics
Four-tenninal networks may come in two for-
mats: syrnrnetrical, in which we can inter-
change the input and output terminals with-
out affecting in any way the electrical char-
acteristics of the circuit; and asyrnmetrical,
in wh ich this last condition does not hold. The
simple attenuator of Fig. I is clearly asyrn-
metricaL Each of the two formats may be
balanced or unbalanced, definitions to which
we shall revert later on,

Symmetrical systems have two funda-
mental characteristics that are essential to our
understanding of their function in life: the
characteristic impedance, symbolized 2a in
the complex case, and the attenuation con-
stant a. For purely resistive networks, we
can talk about characteristic resistance, Ra.
and attenuation factor N.
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Fig. 2. Defining Ihe characterlstic resislance of a nelwork.

Characteristic resistance
Let us use Dur imagination for a moment.
Suppose we have a network made up of an
infinite number of identical repetitive sec-
tions as in Fig. 2a. Each seetion contains a
number of resistances, but how these are ac-
tually arranged is not important at this stage.
Suffice it to say that the resistance measured
at the input terminals, 1 and 2, will have a
certain magnitude that will depend only on
the nature and circuit arrangement of the in-
dividual sections. Suppose this resistance to
be Ra.

Now, it might appear that we are getting
into deep water by this approach: as the net-
work is infinitely long, what chance do we
have of ca1culating Ra for a specific ca se
where the contents of only one (or of a finite
number) ofthe sections is known? Fortunately,
there is a way out of the impasse by a rela-
tively simple dodge: suppose we remove the
first seetion ofthe infinite chain as in Fig. 2b.
The input resistance of the remainder of the
array as measured at terminals 5 and 6 will
be the same as that measured originally at
terminals 1 and 2. because the infinite na-
ture of the assembly is unaffected by re-
moving the first section (or any finite num-
berof sections, come to that); so we could still
measure Ra. The input resistance of the sec-
tion we have removed, however, is very un-
likely to be Ra. but we can make it 50 in one
of two ways: by replacing the rest of the in-
finite chain (not a very practical way, to be
sure), or by putting across terminals 3 and 4
a single resistance of a value equal to Ra.

Now, this second method gives us the
eIue we want: no matter how many finite
sections we remove from the infinite chain,
if we terminate them with a resistor of value

"' "'

,al

Ra. the input resistance will also be equal to
Ra since these sections are effectively ter-
minated by Ra when reconnected to the rest
of the infinite array, With this proper value
of termination, that is, the characteristic re-
sistance of each section, therefore, the input
conditions are such that anything connected
to the input terminals cannot distinguisn be-
tween an infinite network or a finite net-
work so terminated.

Henee, we can define the characteristic re-
sistance, ROI of an attenuator network: any
symmetrical nerwork: termlnated in Ra will
have an input resistance also equal 10 Ra. And
this, of course, must also be true when work-
ing from outpur to input.

AHenuation factor
What about the attenuation constant, or the
attenuation factor as it is more generally
known for resistive networks? Weil. this
simply teils us the loss sustained in each
section of a network. This loss may be ex-
pressed as a fraction of the input or as a re-
duction in decibels (dB); ifthe output is one-
half the input, for exarnple, the voltage (or
current) attenuation is 6 dB.

Each sec ti on of an attenuator network
will attenuate at identical rates, but the ac-
tual amount of attenuation is different as we
proceedalong thechain. Suppose, forinstance,
that we start off with unit input and lose half
of this input in each section. The output of
seetion I will be 'hand this becomes the input
to secnon 2. Here again, half the input is
lost, so the output of section 2 will be t/zxl/z
or t/4. After the following seetion, the out-
put will be t/4xth=l/s. Hence, the amount
of 105s differs for each section because the

'bl
910103-'·3

3

4

(al (bl
910103-1-4

Fig. 3. The forms of Ihe T-seclion and Ihe x-sectlon
allenualors.

Fig. 4. Exlreme terminalion condilions enable Ro 10 be
calculaled.
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magnitude remaining 10 be attenuated at any
stage is becoming progressively smaller.
The rate of loss, however, remains constant.

Für n sections, each reducing the input
by some fraction p, the output will be pn; if
the attenuation is expressed in dB, n sec-
tions, each having a lass of p dB, will have
an overall loss of IIp dB.

Finding Ro
Let us get down to the job of caleulating the
characteristic resistance of an attenuator
section frorn a knowledge of its component
parts.

The farms taken by individual sections
of the general attenuator array are T=sec-
tions or zt-sections: these are illustrated re-
specrively in Fig, 3a and Fig. 3b. The T-see-
tion, as irs configuration c1early implies, is
made up of a divided series-arm and a cen-
tral shunt-arm, Used between equal impedances,
the section is symmetrical when the series-
arm contains two equal resistances. The
1[-section, again as its form implies, con-
sists of a single series-ann and two shunt-
arms. This section is symmetrical when the
shunt-arrns are equal resistances. Both sec-
tions, though symmetrieal in the way de-
seribed, are unbalaneed in the sense that the
series-ann rnembers are on one side of the
section 'through' wires. It is essential not [Q

ger 'symmetry' confuscd wirh balance when
talking about attenuator sections.

Warking on theT -section foreonvenience
(the 1[-seetion will lead us 10 exaetly the same
end-result), suppose we terminate the section
at points 3 and 4 with the extreme condi-
tions of, first, an open-circuit, and secondly,
a short-circuit. Figures 4a and 4b show these
eases. Clearly, in the first ease, the input re-
sistanee seen at terminals land 2 will be

and in the seeond ease, it will be

Now, between these open-circuited and
short-circuited conditions at the terrnina-
tion, there ean be an infinite ränge of resis-
tance values; as the termination changes
through this range, the input resistance will
change also. It seems reasonable, therefore,
that there will be some value of the termi-
nating resistance thar will make the input
resistance also equal 10 this valuc. This value

910103-'·5

Fig. 5. A correctly terminated section.

must be, in accordance with our earlier stated
definition, the charaeteristie resistance of
the attenuatorsection. So, from Fig. 5 wehave

Solving this far Ra, we get

This enables us to find the characteristic
resistance of a secrion from a knowledge of
the resisror values making up the section.

We can now go one step further and find
Ra without necessarily knowing the values
of the elements used in a section. All we
need to know is the input resistance (wh ich
ean easily be measured) when the output
tenninals are either open-cireuited or short-
circuited. For, looking back a few lines, we
have the product RocRsc expressible as

and rnultiplying this out. we get

The right-hand side of this is R02, so that

Ro=-J(RocRsc),

which provides lIS with a very neat way of
calcu lating the characteristic resi stance of any
section.

Cascaded sections
Although a single section will operate suc-
cessfully as an attenuator, it is usual to have
a number of sections in caseade or tandem
so that a range of at.tenuation is provided.
Once the Ra of a partieular seetion has been
found, anothersection may beadded to it with-
out affecting the overall characteristic resis-
tanee. For, ifin Fig. 6aseetion A is tenninated

correetly by Ra' an identieal seetion eonnected
in place of Ra, will in turn correctly termi-
nale A, since seetion A will be unable to
distinguish between the presence of seetion
Bor the presence of a single terminating re-
sistor equal in value to Ra.

lt is plain that. no matter how many such
seetions are wired in cascade, the input re-
sistance will remain at Ra. What will change
as we progress along the ehain is the total
attenuation: each section will introduce the
same attenuation, but the desired overall ar-
tenuation can be achieved by using the re-
quired number of sections.

Finding the attenuation
Knowing the characrcristic resistance of a cir-
cuit inro wh ich an attenuator is 10 be in-
serted, the problem of design boils down to
finding suitable values for R[ and R2, given
Ra and the required attenuauon.

A desired value of Ra can be obtained
with numerous eombinations of R [ and R2;
looking at Fig. 7, for instance, both seetions
shown havea characteristic resistance of30 Q
(check on this for yourself!), but the net·
work on the right will provide a greater de-
gree of attenuation than the olle on the left.

As we have al ready ruentioned, the at-
tenuation may be expressed as a fraction,
that ls, as a ratio of outpur voltage (Ua) 10
input voitage (U;). Expressed in decibels,

atten uation=2010g( U;/ U 0).

If the ratio of the input power, P;, and the
output power, Pa' is Laken,

attenuation= IOlog(P;/P 0) [dB]

=201og-J(P;I Po) [dB],

whenee U;/ U o=-V(P;/ P o)=N , the attenuation
faetar. Notice that with this notation the at-
tenuation isexpressed as a whole number, not
a proper fraction. This often makes calcula-
tions easier.

In Ilex! month's concluding part 0/ this
artiele, we shall see how the attenuation con
be provided, and how practicol attenuators
ean be built lO suit a variery of occasions.

.,.,
~~

~~ .-._o~. ~ -o~~
tai (b'

910103·1-6

Fig. 6. How sections can be cascaded.

"a

910103-1-7

Fig. 7. Networks with identical Ro but different
attenuations.
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Fiber Optics - Part 2
Last month we discussed the basic theory behind optical fiber

systems. It was learned that fiber optics are the light equivalent of
microwave waveguides, and that they are capable of immense

bandwidth communications. In this month's final instalment we will
look at fiber communications and some of the circuits that can be

used with experimenter grade optical fiber kits.

Losses in optical fiber
systems
Decibel notation can be used for optical fiber sys-
tems and refers to the gain or lass of each stage or
cornponent in Lhe system. The dBkm scaJe uses
decibels of gain er lass relative 10 the attenuation
of a standard oprical fiber secnon over a one ki-
lometre (1 km) length. Altematively, eitherdBmi
(dß lass relative to anenuauon over I mile) Cf

dBI (a normalized unit length) can be used.
The light power at the output end of a optical

fiber (Po) is reduced compared with the input
light power (PirJ because of lasses in the sysrem.
As in many natural systems, lightloss in the fiber
material tends 10 be decaying exponentially
(Fig. la), so obeys an equation of the form:

Where:
A is the length of t.he optical fiber being eon-
sidered;
L is the unit length, i.e., the length for which
e-NL=e-[.

There are several mechanisms for loss in fiber op-
rics systems. Sente of these are inherent in any
light-based system, while orhers are a funcrion of
the design of the specific system being con-
sidered.

Defect losses
Figure Ib shows several possible sources of loss
owing LO defects in rhe fiber itself. First, in unelad
fibers, surface defects (nicks or scrarches) that
breech the integrity of the surface will allow light
to escape. In other words, not all of the light is
propagated along the fiber. Second (also in un-
clad fibers), grease, oil or other contaminants on
the surface of the fiber may form an area with an
index of refraction different from what ls ex-
pected and cause the light direction to change.
And if the contaminant has an index of refraction
similar 10 glass, then it may act as if it were glass
and cause loss of light ro the outside world. Fi-
nally, there is always the possibility of inclusions,
i.e., objects, specks or voids in the material mak-
ing up the optical fiber. IncJusions can affect both
clad and unelad fibers. When light hits the inclu-
sion it tends to scarter in all directions, causing a
loss. Some ofthe light rays scattered from the in-
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by Joseph J. Carr
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Fig. 1. (a) Exponential decay of signal strength along an optical fiber; (b) mechanisms of
lass in fibers.

clusion may recombine either destructively or
constructively with the main ray, but most da not

back off 10 twice the distance (two rneters) and
then rneasure again, you will fmd that the illumin-
ance has dropped to one-fourth. In other words,
the illuminance per unit area is inversely propor-
tional LO the square of the distance (ljd2).

Inverse square law losses
In a11 light systems there is the possibility of
losses caused by spreading (divergence) of the
beam. Lf you take a flashlight and point it at a
wall, and measure the illurninance per unit area at
the wall at a distance of, say, one meter, and then

Transmission losses
These losses are caused by light that is caught in
the cladding material of clad optical fibers. This
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Fig. 2. (a) Air coupling creates reflection lasses; (b) matehing liquid coupling improves the
junction.

light is either lost to the outside, or is rrapped in
the c1adding layer and is thus not available for
propagation in the core.

Absorption losses
This form of lass is caused by the nature of the
core material, and is inversely proportional to the
transparency of the material. In addition. in some
materials absorpticn lasses are not uniform
across the light spectrum, but are thought 10 be
wavelength sensitive.

Coupling losses
Another form of lass is caused by coupling sys-
tems. All couplings (of which more is said later)
have lass associated with thern. Several different
los ses ofthis sort are idemified.

Mismat.ched fiber diameters
This form of loss is caused by coupfing a large
diameter fiber(Dd to a small diameter fiber (Ds);
i.e., the [arger diameter Fiber transmits 10 the

lesser diameter fiber. As a ratio, this 1055 is ex-
pressed by:

loss e e+O 10g(~~] (dB)

Numerical aperture (NA) coupling losses
Another form of coupling loss oecurs when the
numerical apertures of the two fibers are mis-
matched. If NAR is the numerieal apenure of tbe
reeeiving fiber, and NAT that of the transmitting
Fiber, then the loss is expressed as:

(
NAR]10ss=-10Iog NAT (dB)

a OATA
rFIBER h -- FIBER

OPTIC OPTIC
TRANSMITTER ~ t L RECEIVER OATA

FIBER
OPTIC
LINK 910092-11-13a

DATAIN

OATAA

b

Y COUPLER 1=====
TRANSMITTERA

DATA 8

Fresnel reflection losses
These lasses oecur at the iruerface between the
optical fiber and air-see Fig. 2a-and are
caused by the large change of refractive index at
the glass-air barrier. There are actually IwOlosses
10 consider. First is the lass caused by internal re-

OUT

DATA 8

TRANSMITTER 8

DATA~
Y COUPLER

DATAA

Fig. 3. (a) Simplex communicatlons system; (b) duplex communications system.

flection from the inner surface of the interfuce,
while the second is caused by reflection from the
opposite surface aeross the air gap in the coup-
ling. Typically, the internal retlection loss is of
the order of 4 per cent, while the external reflec-
tion is about 8 per cent.

Any kind of ref1ection in an optical trans-
mission systern may be eompared to reflections
in a radio transmission line (standing-wave ratio).
Studying standing waves and related subjects in
books on RF systems can yield some under-
standing ofthese problems. The amount of reflec-
tion in coupled optical systems uses similar
arithrnetic:

r=[PI-P2]'
PI +P2 [4J

Where:
r is the coefficient of reflection;
PI is the coefficient of reflection for the receiv-
ing material;
P2 is the coefficiem of reftecnon for the trans-
miuing material.

[2]
Mismatched retlection coefflcients are analogous
to amismatch of impedances in a radio trans-
mission sysrem. Whereas the cure in a rrans-
mission line system is 10 use an impedance
marehing device, in fiber optics, a coupler that
matelies the 'optical irnpedances", that is, the
eoefficients of ref1ection, is used. Figure 2b
shows a coupling berween the (wo ends of fibers
(Ienses may 01' may not be used depending on the
system). The gel 01' liquid used to seal the coup-
lings must have a coefficient of reflection similar
to thar of the fiber. The reflecrion losses are
thereby reduced or even eliminated.[3]

Opticol fiber
communicotions systems
A communications system requires an inforrna-
tion signal source (e.g., voice, music, digital data,
or an analogue voltage representing a physical
parameter), a transmitter, a propagation media (in
this case optical fibers), a receiver preamplifier, a
receiver, and an output. In addition, the transmit-
ter may include any of scvcral different forms of
encoder or modulator, and the receiver may con-
ta in a decoder or demodulator.

Figure 3 shows two main forms of comrnuni-
cations link. The simplex system is shown in
Fig. 3a. In this system a single transmitter sends
light (infonnation) over the path in only one di-
rection to a receiver set at the other end. The re-
ceiver can not reply or otherwise send data back
the other way. The simplex system requires only
a singlc transrnitter and a single receiver module
perchannel.

A duplex system (Fig. 3b) is able to simulta-
neously send data in both directions, aJlowing
both send and receive capability at both ends. The
duplex system requires a receiver and a transmit-
ter module at both ends, plus two-way beam split-
ting Y-couplers at each end.

There is also a half-duplex system known in
communications, but this is of Iinle interest here.
A half-duplex system can transmit in both direc-
rions, but not at the sarne time.
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Fig. 4. (a) Digital driver ctrcult; (b) anal-
ogue driver clrcult; (c) d.c. offset bias is
needed to prevent distortion 01 the analogue
signal.

Receiver amplifier and
transmitter driver circuits
Before the fiber optics system is useful for COITI-

municaticns. a means must be provided for con-
vening electrical (analogue or digital) signals
into light beams. Also necessary is a means for
converting the light beams from the optical fibers
back into electricaI signals. These jobs are done
by driver and receiver preamplifier circults re-
spectively.

Figure 4 shows two possible driver circuits.
BOIh circuits use light emitting diodes (LEDs) as
rhe light scurce. Thecircuit in Fig. 4a is useful for
digital data communications. The signals are
characterized by on/off(high/low or 110) states in
which the light emitting diode is either on or off,
indicating which ofthe [WO possible binary digits
is required at the moment.

The driver circuit consists of an open-collec-
ror digital inverter. These devices obey a very
simple rule: if the Input (A) is high, the output (8)
is low; if the input (A) is low, thc outpur (B) is
high. Thus, when the input data signal is high,
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point B is low, so the cathode of the LED is
grounded. The LED turns on and sends a liähr
beam down the oprical fiber Iine. But when the
input data llne is low, point B is high, so the LED
is ungrounded (and therefore tumed off) - no
light enters the fiber. The resistor (R!) is used to
limit the current Ilowing in rhe LED to a safe
value. Its resistance is found from Ohm's law and
the maximum allowable LED current:

<U+)-0,7
Ima1i

An analogue driver circuit suitable for voice and
instrumentation signals is shown in Fig. 4b. This
circuit is based on an operational arnplifier. There
are IWO aspects to this circuit: the signal path and
the d.c. offsei bias. The latter is needed in order
10 place the outpur voltage at a point where the
LED Iights at about one-halfofits maximum bril-
liance when the input voltage. Vin. is zero. Thai
way. negative signals will reduce the LED brighr-
ness, but will nOI turn it off (see Fig. 4c). ln other
words, biasing avoids clipping of the negative
peaks. If the expected signals are monopolar, U,
is sei ro barely rum on the LED when the Input
signal is zero.

The signal Vin sees an inverting folIower with
a gain of RF/Rin. so ihe total ourput voltage (ac-
counting for the d.c. bias) is:

Because the network R2/Pl ls a reststor voltage
dlvider. the value of VI will vary from 0 vchs to
a rnaximum of:

(U+) PI
UI~---

R2+Pl

Therefore. we may conclude that Vo(mu1i) is:

_[-U;"RFJ [<U+)PIJ[RF JVo(mnx)- R. + R P R' + 1
In 2 + 1 In

Three different receiver preamplifier circuits are
shown in Pig. 5: analogue vers ions are shown in
Figs. 5a and Sb. while a digital version is shown
in Fig. Sc. The analogue versions of the receiver
preamplifiers are basedon cperational amplifiers.
Both analogue receiver preamplifiers use a
photodiode as the sensor. These p-n or p-i-n junc-
non diodes produce an output current, 10, that is
proportional 10 the illumination on the diode
juncLion.

The version shown LnFig. 5a is based on the
inverting followercircuit. The diode is connected
so that its non-inverring input is grounded, i.e., at
zero vclts potential, and the d.iode currenr is ap-
plied [0 the invening input. The feedback current
(Ip) exactty balances the diode current, so the out-
put voltage will be:

The non-inverring folIower version shown in
Fig. Sb uses the diode current 10 produce a volt-
age drop (VI) across a load resisrance, RL. The
outpur voltage for this circuit is:

Fiber Oplics - Pari 2

[5]

c

a

91009;2'"·151>

[61
Fig. 5. (a) Inverting folIower receiver; (b)
non-inverting folIower receiver; (c) digital re-
ceiver based on Schmitt trigger.

[7]
[101

[8]

Both analogue circuits will respond to digital cir-
cuits, but they are not at their best for that type of
signal. Digital signals will have 10 be recon-
structed because of sloppiness eaused by disper-
sion. A better circuit is that of Fig. Sc. In this
circuit, the sensor is a phototransistor connected
in the common emitter configuration. When light
falls on the base regten, the transistor conducts,
causing its collector 10 be at a potential only a few
tenths of a volt above ground potential Conver-
sely, when no light falls on the base. thc collecror
of the uansistcr is ar a potential close to U+, the
power supply potential.

The clean-up action OCCLLrs in the following
stage: a Schmin trigger. The outpur of such a de-
vice will snap high when the Input voltage ex-
ceeds a certain minimum Lhreshold, and remains
high until the inpur voltage drops below another
ihreshold (these threshclds are not equal). Thus,
the ourput of the Schmitt trigger is a clean digital
signal, while the sensed signal is a tot more
sloppy.

[9]
Conclusion
Fibre optics can be used by experimenters and
small users: even Radio Shack (Tandy) has fiber
optics kits available. Other suppliers can be found
by perusing the ads of this magazine. Edmund
Scientifie (USA) has a particularly niee selection.

•



AM BROADCAST RECEIVER
In these days of stereo FM, medium-wave AM reception is oHen

viewed with contempt, and the quality of a sophisticated hi-fi stereo
tuner is solely judged by the specifications of the FM section, with
the AM seetion taken for granted. No wonder that the AM reception

of these hi-fi tuners is no better than that of any cheap portable
radio.

THIS article describes a top-of-the-range
AM receiver with the following features:
High quality audio output with a -6 dB
bandwidth of 12 Hz to 4.5 kHz, and a
total harmonie distortion of only 0.5%.
High input signal range of nearly 60 dB
with virtually no change in theaudioout-
put level.
A phase-löcked loop (PLU which keeps
the intermediate frequency (1F)atexactly
455 kHz even when t he receiver is
slightly mistuned to astation. Since Cl

small difference between the tuning of

by R. Shankar

the antenna and that of the oscillaror sec-
tions is inevitable in any receiver, this re-
laxation can be considered as a kind of
fine tuning. Also, oscillator drift has uo
effect on the IF.
An extremely steep JF cu t-off eherne-
ter istic thanks to a comrnunications-
grade cerarnic filter.

Principle of operation
Basically a superheterodyne type, the pro-
posed receiver is considerably more sophis-

ticated than a good many hi-fi stereo tuners.
A few salient differences are listed below.

AFC
As mentioned before, the loeal oscillator Ire-
quency is adjusted by a PLL 50 that the lF is
held at exactly 455 kHz. This AFC (automat-
ic frequency control) function rnay be turned
off by a switch, in which case the IDealoscil-
lator runs free, functioning just as in most
other receivers. A certain level of carrier has
to be present for the AFC to function. Other-
wise, it is automatically switched off to en-
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Fig. 1. Front end of the AM broadcast receiver.
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AM BROADCAST RECEIVER
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Fig. 2. Basic schematic and response of the of the automatie gain contral (AGC).

put as flat as possible up to 4.5 kHz, the Q
factor of each IF stage has to be red uced to a
maximum of25 by loading it.f nevitably, Te-
ducing the Q reduces the gain. Further gain
redurtion is caused by the insertion loss of
the ceramic filter. So, in order to abtain a
high input sensitivity (27 MVfor 20 dB sig-
nal-to-noise ratio), four LFstages were found
necessary.

FOT4.5 kHz sidebands, the relative gain
roll-off of the LFstages alone (inc1uding the
ceramic filter) amounts to about 4 dB. The
roll-off of t.he antenna tuned circuit is an-

present design is based on an active detector
stage, which has a distortion of less than
0.5% rather than the more usual 2% intro-
duced by a diode,

able tuning to a different staticn.

AGC
Most AM receivers use a single transistor for
the ACe (automatie gain control) function.
By contrast, this receiver uses an elaborate
two-stage AGC circuit to obtain a level con-
trol range of nearly 60 dB without overload-
ing or excessive noise.

Design background
The total circuit, excluding the power sup-
ply. uses 6 standard Ks and 15 rrensistors.
Two ceramlc filters are used. At first, it was
decided to have only two IFstages, but in the
end four were found necessary. The reason
is as follows: in order to keep the audio out-

Active detector
Whereas most AM receivers use a single
point-contact diode for the detector, the
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Fig. 3. IF ampllfier and demodulator.
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other 2 dB. This means that the total auclio
attenuation at 4.5 kHz is 6 dB, which is COI1-

sidered good for an AM receiver.
An irnportant point must be made about

the IFfs (intermediate frequency transfor-
mers) used in this circuit. These are basically
468-kHz types with built-in l80-pF capaci-
tors. Though these IFTs can be tuned to
455 kHz, the stability suffers. For this reason,
every 1FT is fitted with an externallO-pF ca-
pacitor across the primary winding. Note
that these 10-pF capacitors are not shown in
the circuit diagram. The IFrs have not been
used in the order suggested by the manufac-
turer, Toko. The reason that these particular
468-kHz types were selected is that there
were 110 good 455-kHz types available from
the author's supplier. Cirkit. Since the signal
levels and tmpedances in the IF amplifier
have been patnstakingly ascertained, no at-
tempts should be made to use types of [FIs
other than the ones indicated, or the purpose
of this projeet is defeated.

As regards distortion in amplifiers based
on bipolar transistors, odd-order harmonic
distortion is negligible for base-emitter volt-
age swings of less than 5 mV. At 3 mV, for
example. the third-order harmonie dlstcr-
tion is only 0.06%. The second-order har-
monie distortion, however, is nearly 3%.
Fortunetely. even-order produets do not
matter in the lF stages as they fall outside the
pass-band. The upshot is that the simple
single-ended eommon-ernitter stage is per-
feetly acceptable. Not so in the mixer stage,
however, where even-order intennodula-
tion products are troublesome when the re-
ceiver is tuned to about 910 kHz (twice the
IF), because they coincide with the image fre-
quency. As the second-order products are
considerable even for small input swinge. a
differential amplifier should be used for the
mixer.

Contrary to popular belief, bipolar tran-
sistors are better suited to ACe circuits than
FETs or MOSFETs. There are two reasons for
this. First, the lineariry of a FET or MOSFET
deteriorates rapidly when its transconduct-
ance is made smaller than a tenth of its maxi-
mum value. Interestingly, precisely that
condition would arise when a strong signal
is received. Second, the exponential charac-
teristic of a bipolar trensistor results in an
ACC loop gain which is independent of the
carrier strength. For a FET, it ean vary by a
factor of 100, giving rise to wildly varying
loop response times and lower cut-off fre-
quencies.

The circuit
Input stage
Figure 1 shows the input stage of the re-
ceiver, which comprises the mixet, the first
IF amplifier, and the ACe. The antenna
tuned circuit comprises Li, C1a, C2 and 0,
with the ferrite rod, Lt, tapped at a fourth
from earth. When the signal strength ts high,
a resistor can be switched in series with the
tuned circuit for two purposes. First, it in-
ereases the bandwidth so that the high-fre-
quency response is improved. Second, it

r-----------~------------~=_------_4r_,.~,--~,.~.----------{+B12V
CA3046

'"
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".
R59 D6 D7..,

2,
1N4148
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L6 a Y/oIASl672.6Z

T20...T24" IC2 ~ CA3046

Fig. 4. Local oscillator.

decreases the signal level, and prevents dis-
tortion.

Transistor Tl is a buffer that prevents the
mixer stage from loading the tuned circuit,
especially at the lugher end of the band. Tl
operates at Id=[dJos, which results in maxi-
mum gain and linearity.

The mixer stage is formed by T2, T3 and

T4, with the local oscillator signal injected
into their emitters. The mixer stage also func-
tions as apart of the ACe. At low input le-
vels, T4conducts fully so that the maximum
possible ga in of the mixer stage is achieved.
The operation of the ACe now depends
mainlyon the current through T11. When the
Input signal is fairly streng. Tasteals some of

+
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Fig. 5. Phase-Iocked loop.
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Fig. 6. Overview of crucial signal levels, quality factars and transconductance requirements at various points in the receiver.

the current through T4, so that the signal at
the base is limited to about 3 rnV. At still
lugher input lcvels. T4 starts to conduct less
while TlI has a flat gain. Figure 2 shows a
simplilied model 01 the AGC stage. Here,
current sources have been used instead of
transistors. Currents Ij and 12 are 1 mA and
50 ~ respectively. It can be shown that the
total gain va ries purely exponentially with
the control voltage.

The two-stage ACe ensures that the first
IFstage can not be overloaded by streng sig-
nals. This means that the stgnal handling ca-
pability of the receiver is increased by a
factar equal to the mixer stage gain.

Transistor TlO ls inc1uded because the
base currents of Ts and 1'7 are comparable to
the collector current of T6. Compensation is
achieved with Ca and C7 which also ensure
an AC path from the bases of T5 and 1'7 to
ground. To improve stability, resistors RB,
R14 and R17 provide RF isolation for lCI. The
100-Q resistors likewise prevent spurious
VHF oscillations of the transistors.

IF amplifier and AM detector
The circuit diagram of the second, third and
fourth IF stage, and the active deteetor, ts
shown in Fig. 3. The input and outpur of the
ceramte filter are matched to 1.5 kn.

The aetive AM detector is formed by T14-
T17. T14 and T15 form a voltage-to-current
eonverter with the collectors of the transis-
tors at a relatively high impedance. A push-
pull rectifier based on 02-03 Is used. The
rectified RF current that flows through 03
develops a voltage across R50, which is
smoothed by C26. The cireuit around T16, T17,
04 and Os provides a quiescent current of
about 1 ~A through D2 and D3 to keep the
voltage swing at their junction to a mini-
mum. Thedetected audio signal across Rso is
Iiltered by R51and C28,and buflered by Tl8
before it is taken to the output of the receiver
(to reduce traces of TF to an absolute mini-
mum, one more ladder seetion constsüng of
a 470-Q resistor and a 10-nF capadtor can be
added belore TI8).

The AGC leedback is also taken Irom this
point. The instantaneous carrier level is inte-
grated by Tl', and fed to the base 01 T8. Ex-
cJuding Tts, the gain 01 the AGC lrom the
base of T8 to the base of T18 is Vbe/Vt, or
about 23. The lower cut-off frequency of the
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audio signal is 23/(21tR54C30),or 20 Hz. As
mentioned earlier. this cut-off frequency is
virtually independent of the carner strength.

Localoscillator
Figure 4 shows the local oscillator based on a
single CA3046 transistor array. The oscilla-
tor is basically a Hartley type, although a
portion of the current through L6.. is also fed
to L6b by T23. This causes the effective induct-
anee of L6 to change by a small amount. The
ratio of the currents through T23 and T24
varies between 3:1 and 1:3, corresponding to
v, values of 4 V and 8 V respecüvely. The
total frequency variation achieved is about
2.5%. At the lowest osc.i1lator frequency,
975 kHz, the variation is about 25 kHz -
more than enough to correet tracking devia-
tions between the antenna and oscilJator sec-
tions. When the AFC is disabled. Vc is held
at half the supply voltage to minimize fre-
quency drift. In this case. T23 and T24conduct
equally.

T22 is the positive Feedback transistor
whose d.c. setting determines the strength of
the oscillations. T20 and T21 are used to con-
trol the amphtude to about 1 mA(0.6/R64) by
reducing the d.c. voltage at the base of Tn
when 06 and D7 start conducting.

For optimum tracking of the antenna and
oscillator secticns, the parallel combination
0106 and Cazshould be equal to 0.978 times
the total antenna tuning capacitance at the
lowest Irequency. This works out at 285 pF.
Capaeiters C36and 07 should be 1% types.
When Cl and 09, the trimmers assodated
with the tuning capecitor. are properly ad-
[usted, a worst-case deviation of smalJer than
5.5 kHz is possible.

PLL secnon
The zero erossinge of the fF outpur signal are
shaped by NI and N2 and fed to one phase
comparator input 01 the 4046 PLL. The other
input Is supplied with the referenee fre-
quency of 455 kHz frorn a cerarme resonator
oscillator based on N3. The output 01 the
phase comparator is fed to a ladder filter to
remave traces of the product IF / 4. When the
AFC is switched on, the 'A' inputs of IC4a
and IC", OIe made logic 0, provided a suffi-
cient carrier strength exists (for this, the cur-
rent through T11 has to be smaller than
1 mAl. The output 01 the PLL is led to the

loop filter formed by RBI,R82and C44. The
AGC time constant is about 0.05 s whiJe the
damping factor is about unity.

U Vc is between 4 V and 8 V when the
AFC is switched on, Os lights to indicate that
the PLL is locked. lf the AFC is oll. or if the
carrier is too weak, or if Vc exceeds its range,
08 is off. When the AFC is not on, IC4a selects
the resistive divider, and Vc becomes 6 V. At
the same time, IC3 is disabled.

Signal levels
Figure 6 shows the signal levels at various
points in the RF~lFchain. For the Il-Ts with
190 pF total capacitance, the parallelloading
corresponding to a Q factor of 25 is 46 kQ.
Sirtee the fFTs have an inherent Q of 90, ad-
ditionalloading is necessary to reduce the Q
factor to this value. With the transistor types
used, the base-emitter swings of all stages,
except the rnixer, have been kept in the 2 to
3 mV range as tlus is the best compromise
between noise and distortion. Note, how-
ever, that even the mixer can handle up to
13 mV 01 RF, and still produce less than 1 %
distortion. At lugher signal levels. R1 may be
switched Oll. •
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THE DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE

WILL IT SUCCEED?

based on an original article by P. van Willenswaard

Just when consumers were getting reconciled with the idea that
digital audio tape (DAT) is virtually dead and started to buy

more CDs, the two DAT protagonists, Sony and Philips,
decided to confuse the market afresh by each announcing

another new system: the Mini Disc (MD) and the Digital Compact
Cassette (DCC) respectively. We briefly explain the reasons

behind these new systems and have a closer look at the
digital compact cassette technology.

W1TH the demise of'the digital audio tape
(DAT) system-kill ed by the musie in-

dustry whieh belicved (probably rightly)
that a system that enables the making ofper-
feet copies from copies would cost them
thousands of millians of dollars=-audio equi p-
ment manu facturers began Loref onnulate their
development programmeswith theaim of ger-
ting a larger slice of tomorrow's market.

They found that cassettes are bought pri-
marily for porrable or mobileequipment; CDs
and LPs almost exclusively for use at horne.
Moreover, three tirnes as many casseues
(reeorded and blank) as CDs and long-play-
ingreeords (LPs) are sold world-wide. Beeause
of their higher priees, CDs and LPs bring in
a much larger revenue, of course. See Fig 1.
This schi sm is further illustratcd by consid-
ering the apportioning of tape decks over
.he various types of audio equipment. About
12 per cent are used in hi-fi separates Cf in-
tegrated systems; the rernainder, that is, al-
most 90 per cent, are used in car radio/cas-
sene players, walkman equipment and other
portable sets-see Fig. 2.

Annual sales of compact
cassettes amount to a

staggering 2,600 million

ThereaJization that the bulk of'thedernand
for audio equipment is for portable/mobile
units form the basis of Sony's and Philips'
development programs.

Sony, still srnarting from the eollapse of
the DAT market on which they had pinned
mueh ho pe for the future, deeided to get
away from cassettes for the time being and
have anather look at theirtremendously suc-
eessful CD system (CDs today aecount for
about hai fthef 13,000 million -$22,000 mil-
lion - world rnarket for reeorded music).

Knowing that CDs cannot cornpete with
the casseue in the popular mobile/portable

rnarkets, Sony recently unveiled Mini Disc
(MD). The MD is eonsiderably smaller than
the Compact. Disc, but it has the tremendous
advantageover its big brother that it is record-
able and erasable. Moreover, Lhesystem is
immune to shocks and jolts, which means that
itcan be used on the move, that is, in portable
and mobile (ear) units, with impunity.

Philips has gone back to its earlier inven-
tion, the compact casseue, but now in digi-
tal format: the Digital Compaet Cassette
(DCC) system. Sinee a large part ofthe 2,600
rnillion cassertes sold every year are used in
fairly inexpensive equipment, Philips rea-
soned that, to stand a chance of cornering a
sizeabJe part ofthaL rnarket, they had Laoffer
samething that works with relative inexpen-
si ve tape decks and tape. Even better if the
new system would also accept standard com-
pact cassettes.

Both sysrems are promised (Lhreatened?)
La be on the market in late 1992. The sue-
cess, or otherwise, of the new systems is in
the hands of confused consumers and a cau-
liDUS rnusic industry wh ich will insist that both
systems are firted with appropriate circuirry
that will prevenL eopying from eopies. [Lis
still their, and many others', opinion that
horne taping is nothing but theft.

DCC requirements
Reeording 16-bit audio sampies at a rate of
44 100 times a second in two channels re-
quires 1.4 Mb/s; if spaee for encoding and
errorcorrection is included, that figureshould
bedoubJed. This kind of high-density reeord-
ing is impossible on cheap tape. Ways have,
rherefore, 10 be found to make recording
with fewer data possible.

At the same time, the choice of inexpen-
sive, slightly modified compactcassette tape
decks means a considerable reduction in de-
velopment cost and time. The rnostfrequently
heard complaint about the current casserte
system is the varying quality of sound re-
production: there is loss of high frequencies

1
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Fig. 3. Division 01the tape into nine digital tracks;
at the end 01the tape, head and direction reverse
and the lower hall is written to or read Irom. The
head also has two slits lor the playing 01analogue
recordings.
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Fig. 4. Block sehematte 01a DCCplayer.
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owing 10 rnisaligned er dirty heads:
the sound qualiry is proportional
10 the quality of the tape trans-
pon (causing fading at high fre-
quencies and WQW and fluner)
and to mlnor damage ofthe tape.

A digital recording, if ade-
quate error correcrion is pro-
vided, is fundamentally immune
to such imperfections. A digit.al
cornpact cassette would, there-
fore, in many instances give an
appreciable improvement in sound
reproduction, which would make
it imrnediately attractive to large
numbers of potential users. This
presupposes, of course, that pro-
duction costs are low enough to
make the sales price acceptable
at the lower end of the market.
This isquite feasible, becausethe
tape decks of the DCC player
are not very different from those
of currerucassene players, while
the cost of the electronics would
becorne 10w enough if manu-
facturing quantities were large.
There are an estimated 200 rnil-
lion cassette players in the world;
even replacement of 5-10 per cem
of these would ensure success.

Reverting to the question of
audio quality: how is good qual-
ity to be ensured ifthe audio sig-
nal 18stored digitally in a much
smaller space than 1.4 Mb/s?
The tape width of a compact cas-
sette is3.78 mm. The vertical tol-
erance of transporring the tape
across the head isaboutO.05 rnm.
This means that the DCC re-
mains wirhin that rolerance if
halfthetape width isdivided into
nine tracks, each 185 um wide,
of which 70 ~1 is used for read-
ing (play-back) and the rernain-
der for wruing (recording)-see
Fig. 3. Eight of the nine tracks
are allocated to audio; the ninth,
10 sysrern infonnation.
It has been faund that at the stan-

dard tape speed of cassette play-
ers (4.76 cm/s), about 100 kb/s
per track can be saved reliably.
There is thus about 800 kb/s space
for the audio signal; this has been
standardized at 768 kb/s. Half
of that, however, is used for the
Reed-Soloman interleaving (in
aid of effective error correction),
synchronization bits, and a 10:8
modulation mode, which means
that only 384 kb/s remain for
the audio information proper.
That is about a quarter of the
earlier established 1.4 Mb/s; in
other words, at a sampling fre-
quencyof44.1 kHz, there would
only be space for a four-bit arn-
plitude description per channel.
That is, of course, quite unac-
ceptable. Philips has, therefore,
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developed precision adaptive sub-band cod-
ing-PASC.

Precision adaptive sub-band
coding
PASC is not, as one might suppose. a highly
developed form of data compression as used
in computers or data links. Whereas pulse-
code modulation (pCM) systems give a total
and perfeet (within the constraints of 16-bit
linear encoding) digital representation of
the sound that reaches a microphone, PASC
uses a percepiive approach: it takes human
hearing as reference. PASC analyses the sig-
nal and computes what may be audible and
what not, and stores only what is in a very
efficient notarion. Subsequenrly, the result-
ing digital infonnation is reorganized in such
a manner that the available space is reallo-
cated optimally.

Only what may be audible is
stored and encoded

The way a signal is pracessed in DCC is
shown schernatically in Fig. 4. First. the a.f.
range is divided into 32 sub-bands: the rea-
5011 for this will becorne clear later. The di-
vision is linear. not logarithrnic as in human
hearing: each sub-band is. therefore, about
600 Hz wide. In digital signal processing
(DSP), it has been possible for some time to
divide the a.f. band into sub-ranges rhat can
later be recombined withour any errors or
deterioration as far as frequency and phase
are concerned. Philips is conFident of being
able to put this entire process on t'O one chip
in the near future,

Threshold and masking
of hearing
The nexr step oeeurs in every sub-band. The
rninirnum intensity asound requires in order
to be heard depends on its frequency-see
Fig. 5. This means that in each sub- band a
ihreshold has to be determined; any infor-
mation below that limit is ignored.

Anotheraspect is masking: it is well known
that there are circumstances in which astrang
signal will rnask, that is, make inaudible, a
weaker signal at a frequency not far removed
from irs own=-see Fig. 6. When someone
whispers something to you in a quiet street,
you can understand it perfectly. U, however,
just then a noisy lorry passes by, you have to
be a lip-reader to understand.

Another form of rnasking occurs in time.
lf a weak sound is preceded a few millisec-
onds earlier by a strong sound, wecannot hear
the weak sound. Even the opposite can hap-
pen: a weak sound emitted a few milliseconds
be fore astrang one rnay, in certain circum-
stances, mask the streng sound. It all de-
pends on the difference in intensity and the
separation in time.

The PASC processor analyses the signal
in each ofthe sub-bands and constantly adapts
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the various thresholds to the actual signal.
The thresholds are, therefore, not static, but
follow the signal content. This results in
higher efficiency, because only the part of
thesignal above thethreshold, i.e., that which
is audible, is stored and encoded.

Mantissa and index
The amplitude of the part of the signal that
remains above the thresholds must be quan-
tized. Whereas compact disc technology
uses lö-bir linear quantization, PASC uses a
floating-point technique. This works in a man-
ner sirnilar to the presentation of a large
number on a packet calculator: with a man-
tissa and an index (exponent). The mantissa
of most pocket calculators is normally eight
digits long and represents the value of the
number. This is foUowed by the exponent,
normally two digits (positive or negative),
which weights the numbers.

In PASC, the mantissa is 15 bits long, but
the processor may decide to work with a
shorter one if not all the 15 bits appear nec-
essary. This may happen, for instance, when
the signal isjustabove the noise level orthresh-
old of hearing. The mantissa thus determines
the resolution of the system, while the index
shifts the area over which the mantissa op-
erates up and down the dynamic range.

The index is not linear over the entire dy-
narnic range, but reflects the non-linear ac-
tion of the ear. After all, the ear does not dif-
ferentiate bet ween sounds at 118 dB and 120
dB: both are too loud. At the other end of
the range, however, 2 dB steps would be much
too coarse, because the ear is highly sensi-
tive to subtle differences when listening to
weak sounds, Defining the amplitude in this
flexible manner gives a further increase in
efficiency compared with the linear encod-
ing used in PCM.

If PASC fulfils its early
promise, it will mean a

revolution in digital audio

The maximum length of the mantissa of
15 bits is reflected in DCC by what Philips
calls the (theoretical) THD+N figureof -92 dB,
which is I bit, or 6 dB, above the -98 dB of
CD technology. But that technology is not
flexible, so that the THD+N figure is always
referred to the same absolute level: a -20 dB
signal will, therefore, have its THD+N fig-
ure onl y 78 dB lower. Because of the float-
ing-point amplitude description, in DCC the
THD+N distance of92 dB will, however, be
maintained until the noise threshold of the
system is reached. Philips states adynamie
range of -108 dB, wh ich is 10 dB betterthan
that of CD.

All interna1 calculations are carried out
with 24-bit wide words. The associated noise
level is -146 dB, but Philips claims that the
resolution made possible by the mantissa
and index system will handsomely exceed
that level. The real problems arise not in this

part of the system, but in the ana-
logue-to-digital (A-D)converterthat
needs to precede the PASe. The
crux of the matter is timt even the
best state-of -the-art converters can-
not provide more than 18-19 bits
of reliable a.f. information.

Reallocation
One ofthe nicer properties of music
is that the waveform varies eon-
stantly. This means that not all avail-
able space in the 32 sub-bands is in
use all the time: that in a number of
them will, in fact, be empty (above
the threshold, that is). A certain
space is reserved in the ultimate
code that is written on to the tape
for each of the sub-bands. A sub-
band that is temporarily partially,
or wholly, empty would not be very
efficient, When the recording code
is being composed, PAse rnoves in-
formation from fuJIsub-bands to par-
tially, or wholly, empty ones (and
provides it with an address code to
ensure that during play-back the
signal is reconstructed correctly).
The process of moving the infor-
mation is called reallocation.

The gain in efficiency resulting
from this method of signal pro-
cessing is surprising: from 16 bits
per channel for linear PCM to an av-
erage 4 bits per channel for PASe.
This means a gain 0/ a factor 4 in
data content. PASC does not work
with two channels, but with a stereo
signal (the correct encoding of stereo
signals proved to be quite difficult; stability
gave particular problems). Just as there is
no sharp division between left-hand and
right-hand, there is none between one sam-
pie of the signal and the next: PASC works
wiih small groups of sampies. On average,
the code for each stereo sam pie contains
eight bits of space that are written on to the
tape. These are not bits of waveform: the 8-
bit code generated by PASC is much more
intelligent than that. The 8-bit words should
be considered as pieces of a continuously
developingjigsaw puzzle, which are resolved
by the decoder during playback.

The decoder need not be high-tech, be-
cause the intell igence is stored in the code
itself, since this contains all necessary keys
forencoding and reallocation. In other words,
the keys have become part ofthe 8-bit codes.

Storing the keys in ROM near the de-
coder would seriously limit the system (per-
haps even make it unworkable), because
each sound is different from others and thus
requires its own unique PASC code. The
keys in the 8-bit code control the operation
of the decoder: what is the reaLiocation in-
formation; wh ich mantissa and index were
used; and so on. The code is the brain: the
decoder only carries out orders.

The decoder is, therefore, suitable not
only for working with DCC codes, but with
all codes within thesarne family, such as Digital
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Fig. 5. Characteristic to indicate the threshold 01
hearing, both as regards loudness L(vertical scale)
and Irequency F (horizontal scale). Sounds below
the curve can be omitted. Sound A is just percep-
tible.
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Fig. 6. Strong signal B raises the threshold 01
hearing locally, as it were, so that sound A is no
longer audible: B masks A.

Audio Broadcasting (DAB) codes (in the
framewerk of the European Eureka project,
Philips partakes in DAß experiments), oreven
simple 2-bit codes of limited audio quality.
Moreover, the code may change from one to
another instantly because the decoder does
not have to switch over.

Breakthrough in digital audio
If PASC fulfils irs promise, it will mean a
revolution in digital audio. Storage space
for the large amount of data genera ted by
digital audio has always been a problem.
Until now, storage with simple means, a
Ionger playback time, a substantially higher
sampling rate than the current 16 bits of
amplitude, and so on, were not possible in
practice. It mayaiso weil be, because a sig-
nal after being processed in PASC is tech-
nically less complex, that the analogue elec-
tronics in the play-back chain can become
less complex.

As far as the sound quality of DCC is con-
cemed, it is too early to make a definitive
judgement. However,first impressions gained
during arecent demonstration of the sys-
tem to a number of international journal-
ists were good. When amplifiers of reason-
able (not high-end) quality were used, there
was no perceptible difference berween a
CD and a DCe. •
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APPLICATION NOTES
The contents of this article are based on information obtained from
manufacturers in the electrical and electronics industry and do not
imply practical experience by Elektor Electronics or its consultants.

SWITCH-MODE VOLTAGE REGULATORS LM2575/LM2577
(National Semiconductor)

THE recently introduced LM2575 and
LM2577 switch-rnode voltageregulators

in the Simple Switcher senes frorn National
Semiconductor have a wide voltage range,
and are remarkably easy to get going with
onlya handful of external components. The
devices in the LM2575 series are step-down
regulators. and those in the LM2577 series
stcp-up regulators. Offering an effidency of
over 80%, these Ks are a good alternative to
the ubiquitous l-A regulators in the 78xx
seri es.

The new stcp-up and step-down conver-
ters are based on switch-mode voltage regu-
lation, which gtves thern a higher efficiency
(70-90%) than linear voltage regulators (30-
60%). By virtue of the on-chip power stages,
the external component count remains low
- bastcally. on1ya choke, a powerdiodeand
a few decoupling capacitors are required.
Theadjustable regulators in addition require
a voltage divider that detennines the output
voltage. All devices in the LM2575 and the
LM2577 series are available in a 5-pin T0220
case (LM257xT), and a 4-pin T03 case
(LM257xK). The case of these devices is al-
ways connected to ground. Fixed voltage as
weU as variable volta ge devices areavailable
- see Table I. The LM1575 and LM1577
should be used in heavy-duty applications
where an extended ternperature range (Tj up
to 150°C) is required. The main technical
data of the regulator family are summarized
in Table 2.

Since the switch-mode regulators are
based on a fixed oscillator frequency with a
variable duty factor. they da not require the
usual minimum load current to operate cor-
rectly. The les feature an internal thermal
overload protection which is actuated at
Tj'::o125"C, and an outpul current limihng
ci.rcuit. A further advantage of these new l'Cs
is that they are inexpensive and uncritica.1of
the choke type used.

Step-down regulator LM2575
The operating principle 01 the so-ca lied buck
(srep-down) regulator is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Switches 51 and 52 elose in alternate fashion
at a certain rate. When SI Is closed, the self-
inductance of the charge choke, L, causes a
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Table 1. Overvlew 01devices in LM2575/LM25n Simple Switcher family

Oulput vol18g_ T0220 ease T03 ease
5V lM2575T-5.0 lM2575K-5.0
12 V lM2575T-12 LM2575K-12
15 V LM2575T-15 LM2575K-15
adjustable LM2575T-ADJ lM2575K-ADJ

12 V lM2577T-12 LM2577K-12
15 V lM2577T-15 LM2577K-15
adjustable LM2577T-ADJ LM2577K-ADJ

Type
Step-down

Slep·up

slowly rtsing current to flow. This current
causes energy to be stored in the form of a
magnetic field in the core of the choke. When
the switches toggle (51 is opened. and 52 is
closed). the self-inductance ftrst causes a cur-
reut h to be fed through L. As a result, the
magnetic energy stored in the choke, and
with it iL, decreases gradually. This process
is repeated as 51 and 52 elose and open alter-
nately. Capaeiter C smooths üie output (ur-
rent, Jour. because it is charged as lL rises,
and discharged by the load as IL drops aga in.

910018·11

Fig. 1. Basic operation of the LM2575
step-down regulator.

By controlling the mark-spece ratio of indi-
vidual pulses, IOlIT can be set such that the
desired output voltage UOUT appears across
the load. The drawing in Fig. 1 illustrates this
process when the output current drops.
Switch 51 Is actually a power transistor (011-
trolled by a rectangular wave generator
(Fig. 1b). The other switch, 52, is formed bya
diode that enables lt.. to continue üowing
when the power transistor is switched off. To
prevent losses as a result of the relatively
high currents, the dlode must have a fast
switching characteristic. This requirement is
met by the use of a Schottky power diode.

The internal circuit of the step-down
regulator Type LM2575 is shown in Fig. 2.
The power transistor Is an n-p-n type that
switches the input voltage, Llu'J, to the outpur
pin marked OUT. The transistor is driven by

LM2575

(,,~"~. '~A~'W~I1~'h,,"9,,~~_",~,.~o~'~~an~0')
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Fig. 2. Internal schematic diagram of the
LM2575.



APLICATION NOTES

an oscillatorwith a fixed output frequency of
52 kHz. The pulsewidth of the oscillator out-
put signal is controlled by an errar amplifier,
which compares the voltage supplied by a
potential divider connected across the out-
put with a fixed voltage supplied by an inter-
nal1.23-V reference.

Apart frorn the protection circuits for the
power transistor (junctiön temperature; out-
put overload). there is a reset generator,
which is also used to switch off the output
voltage via the 1TL-compatible ON/OFF
input of the regulator.

A typical application ci.rcuit of the
LM2575 is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the adju-
stable device Type LM2575T-ADj is used.
The output voltage is set with the aid of an
external circuit. When a fixed-voltage device
is used in this circuit, pin 4 must be con-
nected to the output. A 3-A Schottky diode
Type IN5821 Is used as the previously men-
tioned power diode. Components R2,D2and
es supply a voltage of +5 V for the ON/OFF
control input, whose function may be tested
with theaid of jurnper jr. When theON/OFF
function is not required, the 5-V supply and
the jurnper may be omitted. and pin 5 con-
nected permanently to ground. As indicated
in Fig. 3, the circuit must have a single ear-
thing point. This errangement prevents volt-
age f1uctuations as a result of current peaks
upsetting the contral loop, and should be
taken into account when a pes Is designed
for the supply. Spurious pulses are sup-
pressed by electralytic capaeitere Cz a.nd C3
at the Input and outpur of the regulator. Ln

Table 2. LM2575/LM25n maln technlcal data

Parameter

Input voltage
Output voltage

U,N
UoUT

Output current
Current limit (typ.)
Switeh saturation vo1tage
Quteseent current
Reference voltage
Input current at VFB
Oscillator frequency
Efficiency
Operating temperature
Protections

laUT
leL
UsAT
10
UFB
IFe
fose

Special features

some cases, the a.c. resistance of C3 may be
too high, when the capacitor is best replaced
bya number of capacttors inparallel with the
same total capacttence (small electrolytic ca-
pacitors have a lower parasitic inductance
than large ones). The value of C3 must al-
ways be greater than 330 f1F. The datasheet
advises against the use of tantalum capaci-
tors, which eause instability of the control
loop. When the output voltage is lugher than
25 V,D must be replaced by a type with a

UOUT<U1N
1.23 .•.25V

UIN *see text ICl 1A *
7 ...35V· LM2575T-ADJ 2 ~ (max.30V)

+)---t--t-----'iU1N OUTI-'--'--':_~H:--"T-T---{+

ONIOFf GND UFB, , ,

, "
2
3 1-2=ON

2-3=OFF
1N5821

+ 1.23V

«o~--~==::::=======-~~~~====::==::====~~~~o910018 ·13

Fig. 3. Application circuit with the LM2575.

Table 3. Test data !or application clrcuit In Fig. 3

/oUT(A) POUT (W) h. (A) PI. (W) Elflclency Ripple (mV)
12 V 10 5 V 0.1 0.5 0.07 0.84 60% 1

0.3 1.5 0.2 2.4 63% 1
0.6 3.0 0.35 4.2 71% 1.2

20 V 1012 V 0.1 1.2 0.08 1.6 75% 2
0.3 3.6 0.2 4.0 90% 2
0.6 7.2 0.4 8.0 90% 2.2
1.0 12.0 0.7 14.0 86% 2.5

LM2575 LM25n

3.5 - 40 V
max. 60 V

(always > V,N)
2 A (depends on VOUT)
4.3 A
0.5 V

3.5 - 35 V
1.23-30V
(always e V,N)
1 A
2.2 A
0.9 V
10 mA
1.23 V (±2%)

50 nA
52 kHz (±10%)
80%
-400°C< TI < +1250°C
internal current limit
thermal shutdown
ON/OFF input Soft-start
undervoltaga detector

100 nA

working voltage of 40 V or more. Capaeiters
Cl and C4 form a virtual short-circuit for the
fast pulse edges. and so secure the necessary
RF suppression.

The output voltage, UOUT, of the regulator
is simple to calculate. Potential divider P1-Rl
reduces the desired output volta ge to 1.23 V.
The equation for the current, 1, allows us to
determine the values of Pt and Ri:

1~1.23V IRt = (UoUT-1.23V) / Pt

This alJows the value of Pt to be determined
when Rt is known:

Pt = Ri (UOUT- 1.23 V) /1.23 V

Pt = Rt (UOUT/ 1.23 V-I)

The value of Pt should lie between 1 kfl and
10 kfl. Evidently, the operafing principle of
the regulator does not allow an outpur volt-
age that is lugher than the input voltage. The
results of a test on the circuit of Fig. 3 at two
different settings are given in Table 3. Par-
ticular attention was paid to the behaviour of
the LM2575 when the input voltage was in-
ereased slowly. The result: the set output
voltage was maintained exactly (by eontrast,
some other regulators produce spurious out-
put voltages lugher than the set value when
the Input voltage drops below a certain mini-
mum value). The measured values show an
effidency of between 60% and 90%, and an
output voltage ripple of a few millivolts
(measured in mVrmswith an a.c. millivolt-
meter).

Step-up regulator LM2577
Befare discussing the operation and epphca-
tion of the LM2577, it may be useful to reca-
pitulate the prindple of the step-up or boost
voltage regulator. Figure 4 shows the basics.
lt is seen that the charge inductor, L, is con-
nected ahead of switches 51and 52 (compere
Hg. 1) which are closed alternately. When 52

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OCTOBER 1991
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Fig. 4. Basic operation of the LM2577
step-up regulator.

is closed, the choke is connected to the full
Input voltnge. UIN. Because of the self-In-
ductance, the current through Lcan only rise
linearly, i.e., not pulse-like. As in the step-
down regulator. magneticenergy isstored in
the core of the choke. As soon as S2 is opened,
and 51 is closed, the self-inductance the

SWITCH-MODE VOLTAGE REGULATORS LM25751LM2577

choke forces the current hto keep flowing in
the same direction. The voltage developed
by the self-inductance is polarized such that
it is added to the input voltage. Hence, the
output voltage is higher than the input volt-
age. Capacitor Csmooths theoutput current,
Iour. In the LM2577 (Fig. 4b), switch 52 is
formed by a power transistor, and SI by a
fast switching diode. The diode is reverse
biased when the transistor conducts, The
voltage and current waveforms that occur in
the circuit when the outpur current is re-
duced are shown in Ftg. 4c.

Figure 5 gives the block sehemaue diag-
ram of the LM2577. Like the LM2575, the
LM2577 conteins a 52-kHz pulse-width
modulated osctllaror d.riven by an error am-
plifier which obtains its control Information
from the voltage at the VFB input. In addi-
tion to thermal aud current overload protec-
non circuits. the LM2577 features a soft-start
generatot that prevents a high rush-in cur-
rent through choke L. Another preventive
functton is that provided by the undervolt-
age Iimit circuit. When the input voltage
drops below 2.9 V (typ.). the power stage is
automatically switched off to prevent it con-
ducting almost continuously. When the
undervoltage detector is actuared, the out-
put voltage drops to virtually the input volt-
age.

An application circuit of a step-up vo\t-
age converter based on the LM2577 is given
in Fig. 6. Here, the adjustable device Type

L1-
SOOjJH

UlN * *,ee tex
3.5...25V ICl UOUT>UIN

(max.40V) 01 (max.60V)
5 LM2577T-AOJ "44-~f-~--""'---1+>----~-+-~UIN SWITCHr +

COMP

+ 1.23V
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Fig. 6. Application circuit with the LM2577.

Table 4, Test data tor application circuit in Fig. 6

10UT(A)
0.1
0.2
0.3

POUT (W)

1.2

2.4

3.6

5Vlo12V

12Vto28V 0.1
0.2
0.3

2.8
5.6
8.4

hN (A)

0.3
0.6
0.9

P'N (W)
1.5

3.0
4.5

Efficiency
80%

80%

80%

Ripple (mV)
4

8
15

0.3
0.6
0.9

3.6

7.2

10.8

6
10
15

77%

77%

77%
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Fig. 5. Internal schematic diagram of the
LM2577.

LM2577T-ADJ is used. The lN5821 and the
500-~H choke are familiar from the step-
down regulator (Hg. 3), as are the centraJ
ground point and the possible problems
with a single electrolytic capacitor in post-
tion 0.

Since the same reference voltage ofl.23 V
1Sused, the calculation of the output voltage
is Identical to that shown above for the
LM2575. It should be noted, though, that the
cirruit in Fig. 6 can not supply outpur volt-
ages lower than the input voltage. The maxi-
mum output current depends on the
properttes of choke Lt , the ratio UOUT/UIN,
and the maximurrt permissible current
through the power transistor in the LM2577
(4.3 A ryp.). The datasheet provides the fol-
lowing Information on lOUT and UOUT:

UOUT< 60 V
UOUT< 10 LJ1N

Jotrr c 2.1 A UrN / UOUT

AJSQ, when the output voltage is higher than
30 V, the 1N5821 should be replaced by a
type with a higher rated voltage.

The maln results of tests carried out on
the circuit of Fig. 6 a.re listed in Table 4.
Clearly, the efficiency rises as the difference
between the i.nput and the output voltage
becomes smalier. The ripple on the outpur
voltage is lugher than with the step-down
regulator. but a rnere 10 rnVrms or so will not
be a problem for most applications. When
experimenting with the LM2577, rnake sure
that the voltage divider is alwaysconnected.
Without a properly dimensicned and closed
controlloop, the Je may be destroyed easily.

•
SOUIce:
Dalasheels LM1575-ADJ / LM2575-AD/ -
Simple Switcher Step-Doam Regulator. Na-
tional Semiconductor 1990.
Dalaslteels LM1577-ADJ / LM2577-ADJ -
Simple Switcher Siep-Up Regulator. National
Serniconductor 1990.


